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SYNOPSIS
Iodine is one of the major fission products in nuclear fission reactor with a range of
isotopes produced during the fission reaction.

129

I is the radioisotope of concern because

of its high half-life. During any accidental leak from the reactor, the isotope

129

I, if

ingested in human body, will take longer time to decay. Copious amounts of chlorine gas
are used in pyroprocessing of nuclear fuels for purging the electrochemical cell
containing the LiCl-KCl bath. Thus, iodine and chlorine need to be monitored, during
normal operation of the reactor and pyroprocessing units.

The objective of this thesis is to investigate suitable materials for iodine and chlorine
sensing. Solid state sensors based on AgI shows good ionic conduction above 423 K due
to its open crystal structure. Such compounds with high ionicity are ideal to be used as
electrolyte in a potentiometric sensor. The affinity of Ag in AgI to maintain equilibrium
with iodine and chlorine and being one of the best ionic conductors are the driving force
for selecting AgI as the base matrix for sensing material. The need for substituting I- with
Cl- was to reduce the β to α transition temperature. Thus, it would be possible to operate
the sensor material containing appropriate AgCl content, at much lower temperature
-

compared to pure AgI. Also, it is expected that the presence of Cl in AgI will increase the
selectivity of the electrochemical sensor towards chlorine gas.

The solubility limit of AgCl in AgI prepared through a novel solution route was
established by using various physicochemical techniques. The gradation in other physical
properties like morphology, ionic transference number and bulk conductivity observed for
the composition AgI1-xClx was compared with solubility limit studies.

xiii

Characterisation of the compositions AgI, AgI0.975Cl0.025 and AgI0.95Cl0.05for sensing were
carried out towards 6-60 vppm of iodine and 20-100 vppb of chlorine gas at 428 K. The
unusual behaviour of AgI towards chlorine gas was studied by an in - house fabricated
three electrode configuration using dielectric spectroscopic technique. The results were
then compared with the XPS studies to confirm the findings from the impedance and
capacitance measurements at the electrode-electrolyte interface. A miniaturised chlorine
sensor was fabricated and was tested for 17-15000 vppb of chlorine in air at 428 K. The
advantage of miniaturisation and the improvement in detecting lower concentration are
further discussed in different chapters.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

SOURCES OF IODINE AND CHLORINE

1.1.1

Natural source of iodine and chlorine

The sources of iodine and chlorine in nature are multitude, starting from mineral rocks to
marine organisms, as halides. A vast resource of halogen is obtained from brine (an
aqueous solution of NaCl). Iodine and chlorine exists as iodide and chlorides in sea water.
The least abundant of the halogen includes insoluble iodides like AgI and soluble iodates
[1]. Common rock-forming minerals were reported to contain 1.2 mg/kg of iodine [2]. As
reported by Fuge and Johnson [2], the iodine content in the rocks reaches the soil by the
process of weathering. Thermodynamically iodide and iodates are the only stable forms
of iodine existing in nature [3].
In the case of chlorine, apart from sea water, chlorinated alkaloids are concentrated in
various plants and amphibians that are medicinal in nature [4]. The sediments from
volcanic eruptions are carried to the earth‟s crust, mainly containing the fluorides and
chlorides, which are eventually brought into earth‟s atmosphere. About 2.6x1016 metric
tons of chlorine is present in ocean [5].
1.1.2

Processes involving the production of iodine and chlorine in industrial scale

1.1.2.1 Production of iodine [6]
Iodine can be extracted from brine and also from the nitrate ores. Brine, close to oil and
natural gas fields contains 100-150 ppm iodine as iodide, depending on the source. After
acidification with H2SO4, the brine is chlorinated to liberate iodine.
2I −(aq) + Cl2 (aq)

I2 (aq) + 2Cl−(aq)

(1.1)

1

Nitrate ores situated in Chile contains 95 % NaNO3 and 5 % sodium iodate. After the
removal of nitrate by crystallisation, the decanted solutions are treated with SO2. The
reaction is as follows:
IO3−(aq) + 3SO2 (aq) + 3H2 O(l)

I−(aq) + 6H +(aq) + 3SO2−
4 (aq)

(1.2)

The final solution is then mixed with IO−
3 to give free iodine.
The crude iodine obtained from brine undergoes refining process. There are two
processes for refining iodine produced from brine:
(a) Blowing out method [6]:
A counter current mixing of air and iodine is done, after which the air containing iodine is
passed through a tower having hydroiodic and sulphuric acid. This solution is further
treated with sulphur dioxide solution reducing iodide to iodine as given in the equation
below:
2I −(aq) + SO2 (aq) + 2H2 O(l)

I2 (aq) + 4H +(aq) + SO2−
4 aq + 4e

−

(1.3)

The solution is then reacted with chlorine and the iodine produced is allowed to settle, remelted and then flaked. As given in equation (1.1), the iodine vapours are produced after
reaction with chlorine.
(b) Ion exchange method [6]
The iodine obtained from the brine is treated with I- solution to form I3− as given in
equation below:
I2 + I− aq

I3−(aq)

(1.4)

An anionic exchange resin is used, which will adsorb I3− . This resin is then loaded in
another column where aqueous solution of SO2 drops, finally giving iodide solution, as
given in equation (1.5).
I2 (resin) + SO2 (aq) + 2H2 O(l)

2I −(aq) + 4H +(aq) + SO2−
4 (aq)

(1.5)

2

As in the blowing out process, the solution is heated again with chlorine to liberate iodine
which is further purified.
1.1.2.2 Production of chlorine
Major part of industrial chlorine is prepared by electrolysis process. Underground rock
salt contains high purity brine. The brine is pumped to the surface using water.
Electrolysis of brine gives chlorine gas at the anode. The anode and the cathode reactions
are as follows:
Anode: 2Cl− aq
Cathode: H2 O l

Cl2 + 2e−

H + aq + OH −(aq)

2H + + 2e−

H2

(1.6)
(1.7)
(1.8)

Mixing of by-products, NaOH and Cl2, formed in the above reaction eventually reacts to
form NaOCl. To minimise the mixing of the products formed, various methods are
employed in industry. The processes used for production of chlorine, to minimise the
mixing of by-products, based on the electrolysis are:
(a) Cation exchange membrane cell: the membrane allows only the cation to cross
between brine and caustic compartment thereby controlling the side reaction
leading to the formation of NaOCl.
(b) Mercury amalgam cell: sodium ions are transferred as mercury-sodium amalgam
thereby reducing the available free sodium for the side reaction.
(c) Percolating diaphragm cell: the diaphragm percolates only brine from anode to
cathode. It separates chlorine and hydrogen gas spaces by using asbestos. The
migration of OH- ions from the cathode to the anode is presented by the velocity
of liquid flow against them. The physical partition prevents the intermixing of Cl2
and NaOH formed during the electrolysis.

3

1.2

IODINE AND CHLORINE IN NUCLEAR INDUSTRY

1.2.1

Thermal reactor [7]

Since 1950s, the development of the power generation based on the reactors has started in
India. The thermal reactors use natural uranium (238U (99.2 %) and
enriched uranium (3-4 %

235

U) [8]. The typical fission reaction for

235

U (0.72 %)) or

235

U in a thermal

reactor is given in equation (1.9):
235
92U

+ 10n

141
56 Ba

92
+ 36
Kr + 3 10n

(1.9)

Cooling of the reactors in the primary containment is done either by gases like CO2 (gas
cooled reactor) or by light or heavy water (Light water reactor, Pressurised Heavy Water
Reactor (PHWR) and Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)). The usage of moderator for
slowing down the neutrons is important in thermal reactors as the maximum yield of
neutrons occurs for natural uranium in the thermal region (25 meV). Graphite rods are
used in thermal reactors as moderator, whereas other thermal reactors employ the cooling
water itself as the moderator. The purpose of the moderator is to reduce the kinetic energy
of the neutrons to the thermal region. Neutron absorbers like cadmium or boron is used as
control rods in thermal reactors, which controls the fission reaction by absorbing the
excess neutrons. The schematic of a pressurised heavy water reactor is shown in Fig. 1.1.

4

Fig. 1.1 Schematic of pressurized heavy water reactor [7]

1.2.2

Fast reactors [7]

The need for more fissile materials to sustain future reactors has led to the idea of
breeding the fissile matter within the reactor. Fast reactors make its advent to introduce
the breeding of the fissile nuclei of

239

Pu and

233

U from the existing natural uranium

(238U) and 232Th. The two major breeder reactions taking place in fast reactors are:
238
92U

+ 10n

232
90Th

+ 10n

239
92U

23.5 min

233
90Th

β + 239
93Np

23.4 min

2.35d

β + 233
91Pa

β + 239
94Pu

27d

β + 233
92U

(1.10)
(1.11)

Generally, the fuel is made of mixed oxides or carbides. As the thermal output is higher
than that of thermal reactors, materials with good thermal conductivity must be used as a
coolant for removal of heat. Thus, liquid sodium with wide physical, chemical and
nuclear properties is employed in fast reactors as primary coolant. There are no
moderators in fast reactors. The control rods are mainly made of boron carbide. The
sketch of the fast breeder test reactor is shown in Fig. 1.2. Apart from the primary cooling
system, there will be secondary coolant, again employing liquid sodium, which exchanges
the heat between sodium and steam in the steam generators. Eventually, the thermal
energy from the steam generators is converted into electrical power.
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Fig. 1.2 Sketch of FBTR at Kalpakkam [9]

1.3

IODINE IN NUCLEAR INDUSTRY

Iodine is one of the major fission products in nuclear industry with a range of isotopes
produced during the fission reaction in a reactor. The major isotopes of iodine which are
produced are given in Table 1.1 and 1.2.
Table 1.1 Half-life of iodine isotopes and cumulative yields with respect to 𝟐𝟑𝟓
𝟗𝟐𝐔 [10]

Sl.No Nuclide

1.
2.
3.
4.

129

I
I
133
I
135
I
131

Half-life

Yield in thermal Yield in fast
reactor
reactor
(% per fission) (% per fission)
1.57*107 y
1.407±0.086
1.31±0.13
8d
3.724±0.078
4.09±0.12
20.8 h
6.97±0.13
6.99±0.33
6.57 h
6.33±0.23
6.24±0.22

Table 1.2 Half-life of iodine isotopes and cumulative yields with respect to 𝟐𝟑𝟗
𝟗𝟒𝐏𝐮 [10]

Sl.No Nuclide

1.
2.
3.
4.

129

I
I
133
I
135
I
131

Half-life

Yield in thermal Yield in fast
reactor
reactor
(% per fission) (% per fission)
1.57*107 y
0.706±0.032
1.03±0.26
8d
2.878±0.032
3.365±0.054
20.8 h
6.59±0.11
6.61±0.13
6.57 h
6.39±0.22
6.01±0.18

Among the iodine isotopes, 129I is the radioisotope of concern because of its high half-life.
During any accidental leak from the reactor, the isotope

129

I, if ingested, will take longer
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time to decay. Iodine is produced both in thermal and fast reactor as a fission product.
During a breach in the fuel pin, in the case of reactor, there will be release of fission
products into the adjacent cooling system. In thermal reactors, the formation of HI during
the reaction with the coolant water surrounding the core will further dissociate in the
presence of oxygen (occurring due to air ingress) to form free iodine as given in the
equation (1.12).
2HI+0.5O2

H2 O+I2

(1.12)

In the case of fast reactors, iodine leaking out during a breach in the fuel pin reacts with
sodium to give sodium iodide. Sodium iodide, during a major accident can be released
into the air. In such situations, equilibrium is established between NaI and oxygen in air
releasing iodine gas [11] as given in equation (1.13).
2NaI + 0.5O2
1.3.1

Na2 O + I2

(1.13)

Role of chlorine in pyroprocessing of spent nuclear fuels

In view of the large amount of spent fuel being progressively added to the cumulative
inventory in the world, the significance of spent fuel management will continue to grow
[12]. For closing the fuel cycle, either aqueous or non-aqueous routes of reprocessing can
be adopted. In aqueous reprocessing, after the process of chopping and acidic dissolution
of used fuel pins, an organic extractant like, tributylphosphate (TBP) is used to recover
the useful fissile materials.
Pyroprocessing is an alternate way for reprocessing the spent nuclear fuel for reuse as
fresh fuel for the next reactor. It falls in the category of “Partitioning and Transmutation”
(P&T) concept for the recovery of useful fuel from the spent fuel rather than disposing
the spent fuel in repositories [13]. The method uses simple inorganic compounds in the
process as electrolyte bath. This process gives an advantage for handling high burn-up
(shorter cooling time) fuels to be reprocessed. Fuel burn-up is the total amount of thermal
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energy generated per unit quantity of heavy element charged to the core [14]. Also the
ease in handling the advanced fuels like metallic, nitride, carbide and CERMET
(materials made of ceramic and sintered metal) fuels for cycling becomes easier with
pyroprocessing as it is difficult to dissolve such fuels in aqueous reprocessing route. A
schematic of pyroprocessing is shown in Fig. 1.3.

Fig. 1.3 Schematic of pyroprocessing electrochemical cell [15]

Pyroprocessing involves electrorefining of the spent fuel from the reactors using an
electrochemical cell. The anode of the cell is a basket filled with the spent fuel. There are
two cathodes in the reprocessing of non-aqueous spent fuel. A solid cathode will
accumulate pure uranium when the desired potential is applied across the cell. A mixture
of transuranic elements, uranium and rare earth fission products migrates to the cadmium
cathode. Depending on the stability of other chlorides, other salts will distribute either in
Cd or salt (LiCl-KCl) melt [15]. Chlorine is a major constituent in pyroprocessing sector,
where copious amounts of chlorine gas are used for purging the electrochemical cell
containing the LiCl-KCl bath.
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1.4

APPLICATIONS OF IODINE AND CHLORINE

Iodine and chlorine play key roles in various industries due to their oxidising nature.
Chlorine and iodine have similar chemical characteristics. Being the most abundant
among the halogens, chlorine is used as a bleaching agent in paper industry and as a
germicide in water purification systems as it is a major constituent in dettol [16]. Chlorine
is used widely in the production of PVC and epoxy resin based materials. Iodine is a
major constituent in the biological system as it plays a significant role in the functioning
of thyroid gland. Iodine is one of the major elements employed in medical field, where it
is used in X-ray imaging as a contrast agent. Alcohol solutions of iodine were once used

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.4 Pie chart representing the industrial uses of (a) iodine and (b) chlorine [5 & 6]

as an antiseptic [16]. Various sectors utilising iodine and chlorine are shown in the Pie
chart given in Fig. 1.4. The medical industry and the plastic industry share the major hold
for the usage of iodine and chlorine.
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1.5

EFFECT OF EXPOSURE OF RADIOACTIVE IODINE [17-19]

Iodine consumed from food is concentrated in thyroid gland, which controls the hormonal
balance in the body of human beings. During radioactive fallouts, the radioiodine in
atmosphere can get ingested into the body. Like the normal iodine, radioiodine also
concentrates in the thyroid gland and causes damage to the thyroid. The primary risk is
the cause of radiogenic thyroid cancer in the ingested human, later in the lifetime. Other
than the thyroid cancer, possibility of non-cancerous growth and thyroiditis are involved
as risks. The risk of thyroid cancer is dependent on age. Children and teenagers are more
affected than adults. The risk can be mitigated by taking iodine supplements, raising the
total iodine content in the body, reducing the uptake of radioiodine by thyroid gland.
Inactive iodine also plays the same significance as radioiodine, except the presence of
radioactivity. The daily intake of iodine by a normal adult is around 150 μg, beyond
which the accumulation of excess iodine will lead to hyperthyroidic disorder [20]. Iodine
induced hyperthyroidism may be transient or permanent and the risk factor include nontoxic and diffuse nodular goitre, latent Grave disease and long standing iodine deficiency
[21]. Iodine induced hyperthyroidism in euthyroid patients with nodular goitre in iodine
sufficient areas has also been reported when iodine supplementation is excessive [22].
The permissible level of intake for iodine is 8-30 μg/ person/day [23].
1.6

EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO CHLORINE [24-26]

A short term exposure to chlorine causes burning of eyes, nose and throat. But, these
symptoms subside when the exposure is stopped. The severity of consequence increases
with more serious exposure to the gas. Large amount of chlorine when breathed-in causes
the swelling of lining of throat and lungs, making breathing difficult. Trachiobronchitis,
pulmonary edema and pneumonia have been reported with severe exposure of chlorine.
At high concentrations, approximately 400 vppm of chlorine gas can be fatal over the
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time duration of 30 min whereas a concentration of 1000 vppm causes fatality within a
few minutes. The threshold limit value for chlorine is 0.5 vppm [27].
1.7
1.7.1

DIFFERENT METHODOLOGIES FOR SENSING HALOGENS AND
HALIDE IONS
Conductometric mode of sensing iodine vapour

Generally, the sensing material in a conductometric sensor will be a layer of
semiconductor or a polymer or a gel, whose change in the resistance or capacitance, is
related to the concentration of the analyte gases injected [28]. A rather simple design
consists of two electrodes with the sensitive layer on top of these electrodes. These
sensing materials require large surface area and a specified geometry as the conductance
is derived from the dimension of the cell. The conductivity is generally measured as:
1
R

=σ∗

A
𝑙

(1.14)

where R is the resistance of the material, σ is the conductivity; A is the surface area of the
sensing material and 𝑙 is the thickness of the sensing layer. Polymer based long chain
acetylenes were reported to sense iodine vapours [29]. The conducting polymers contain
alternate double and single bonds. The degree of delocalisation, steric factors and charge
interactions lead to the formation of forbidden band gaps. The enhancement of
conductivity due to the introduction of the suitable doping elements to the polymers to
tune the band gaps and in-turn tune them for the proper interaction with the analyte gas
gives them an added advantage for the sensing application. The limit of detection was
reported to be around 10 vppm of iodine.
1.7.2

Optical sensing of iodide in solution

Certain gases are having optical properties intrinsically within them. The optical
properties of such analytes can be evaluated in many cases to obtain concentration
dependent chemical signals without a mediator. The mediator refers to the sensor
material, which changes its optical characteristics in the presence of the analyte [28]. The
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phenomenon of fluorescence takes place when a molecule returns from the lowest excited
state to one of the vibrational states in the ground state. The emitted radiation will have
lower frequency compared to that of the excited radiation. The process happens in an
interval of 10-6-10-8 s [28]. 9-ethyl-3-carbazylidene carbazole hydrazone was tested based
on the fluorescence emission of the material in the presence of different concentration of
iodine in solution [30]. The reduction in the fluorescence intensity was observed with
increasing concentration of the iodide in micro molar level.
1.7.3

Potentiometric mode for sensing iodine vapours

Most of the reported literature shows the usefulness of potentiometric mode of sensing of
halogens. An electrochemical cell based on CsI added AgI for sensing iodine in trace
levels was reported by Sola et al. [31]. The reported article discusses the use of
Ag|AgI(CsI)|graphite cell, whose characteristics towards iodine vapour was studied from
39-519 Pa (385-5122 vppm). The document elaborates on the diffusion of iodine through
the pellet and provides a mathematical treatment of the concentration of iodine at a given
time t and the condition of equilibrium of iodine with the pellet. The ratio of the emf at
time t, Et after admitting the respective partial pressure of iodine to the baseline emf E
was plotted against time for evaluating the sensor. A sketch of the sensor reported is
represented in the Fig. 1.5.
The change in the emf was based on the Nernst equation for the cell represented as in
equation (1.15) [31]:
E=

RT
2F

lnpI2

(1.15)

where R is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, F is the Faraday‟s
constant and pI2 is the partial pressure of iodine admitted. The increase in the partial
pressure of the gas was envisaged as an increase in the emf of the electrochemical cell.
An ion selective electrode was tested based on room temperature β-AgI for sensing iodide
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in solution [32]. Functionalised ZnO and miconazole coated ZnO was reported to sense
iodide in solution from 1 μM to 0.1 M at room temperature based on potentiometric mode
of sensing [33].
1.7.4

Conductometric sensors for chlorine using organometallic compounds

Derivatives of phthalocyanines were reported to sense chlorine gas in conductometric
mode. Zn(II)2,3,9,10,16,17,23,24-octakis(octyloxy)-29H,31H-phthalocyanine (ZnPcOC8)
nanowires and nanoflowers of Cu(II)2,3,9,10,16,17,23,24-octakis(octyloxy)-29H, 31Hphthalocyanine (CuPcOC8) were reported to sense chlorine down to ~ 5 vppb of chlorine
gas at room temperature based on conductometric mode of sensing [34]. The oxygen in
the ambience was reported to bind with phthalocyanine forming MPc+ and O−
2 responsible
for p-type conduction as shown in equation (1.16): [34]
MPc + O2

MPc+ + O2−

1.16

Antimony-doped SnO2 sensors were reported to sense chlorine gas down to 3 vppm at
room temperature [35]. Heavily doped SnO2 was found to be a highly conducting
material, whereas in the presence of the oxidising gas, chlorine, the depletion layer is
created due to the charge transfer at the grain boundary interface giving rise to the sensing
action. Fig. 1.6 depicts the mode of sensing for antimony doped SnO2.

Fig. 1.5 Schematic of the potentiometric sensor used for measuring the
iodine concentration [31]
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Fig. 1.6 Schematic of (a) high conduction (channel for electron transfer) of antimony-doped SnO2 in
air and (b) reduced conduction in the presence of chlorine gas [34]

A compilation of the materials for chlorine sensing was given in the literature of
Chaparadza and Ranannavare [35]. The materials vary from ZnO to nickel ferrates with
detection limit varying from 0.01-1000 vppm of chlorine gas at different temperatures
[36-49].
1.7.5

Potentiometric sensing of chlorine

The use of auxiliary electrodes was discussed in paper of Hotzel and Weppner [50] and
Weppner [51]. Both the literature describes the study on the partial pressure
determination of chlorine in trace levels using AgCl as the auxiliary electrode. Menne and
Weppner [52] reported the use of thermally evaporated AgCl over the Ag-β"-Al2O3
(electrolyte) to sense chlorine. The chlorine concentration tested using the electrolyte was
around 1 vppm to 100 % in air.
1.7.6

Optical sensing of chlorine

Carbon dots covered with rhodium boride were reported to sense free chlorine in water,
based on the change in the intensity of fluorescence of the carbon dots due to exposure to
free chlorine. The ratio of the fluorescence intensities at 445 and 580 nm were found to
reduce in the presence of free chlorine in the solution in micro molar quantities [53].
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1.8

SALIENT FEATURES AND LIMITATIONS OF CONDUCTOMETRIC,
OPTICAL AND POTENTIOMETRIC MODE OF SENSING

The sensitivity of polymer based conductometric sensors as well as the use of various
semiconducting oxides is very high. The fabrications of such films are also easier than
other methods of sensing. Even though the reported literature proves the usefulness of
various polymer materials for sensing halogen at trace levels, the output signal of the
material is geometry dependent and also the use of such organic molecules in the
oxidising nature of iodine and chlorine gases will cause damage to the chemical structure
of these moieties reducing the life of the sensor material.
The major advantages of fluorescence based sensors include their simple designs without
reference electrode and a sensor configuration without the necessity of two probes for
sensing. The optical signal produced by the sensor material does not interfere with
electrical signals and the miniaturisation is also easier. The output can be transferred from
a remote area by suitably integrating with fibre optics configuration for remote sensing.
The major setbacks involve the interference from ambient light and the bleaching of the
fluorescent dyes by the UV-radiation [28].
The geometry independent design for potentiometric sensors makes it simpler for
applying different configurations of the material to be used for the purpose. Also the
potentiometric sensors can be used in wide dynamic range due to the logarithmic
behaviour of the concentration against the emf. The major disadvantages include the use
of high input impedance for the measurement, as any stray current passing through the
cell will cause the baseline emf to drift.
1.9

DETERMINATION OF RADIOACTIVE IODINE

NaI, hyper pure germanium and organic liquid scintillation detectors are used to measure
the gamma and X-radiation emitted from 125I and 131I [54]. Gamma ray of energy 28 keV
(0.0665 photons/transition) and Kα1 and Kα2 X-rays of energy 27.5 keV (0.739
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photons/transition) and 27.2 keV (0.397 photons/transition) are generally used for
quantification of these radioisotopes. Isotopes of I 125 and I 131 are identified based on the
Kβ1 and Kβ2 transition at 31.0 keV (0.140 photons/transitions) and 31.7 keV (0.043
photons/transition) [55, 56].
In the following sections, fundamental theory governing the function of potentiometric
mode of sensing is described. Further, details and applications of solid electrolytes used
in potentiometric sensors are discussed.
1.10 THE CONCEPT OF GIBBS ENERGY
In thermodynamics, Gibbs energy of a system is defined as,
G = H − TS

(1.17)

where G is the Gibbs energy, H is the enthalpy, T is the absolute temperature and S is the
entropy of the system. As H and S are state functions G is also a state function.
For an infinitesimally small change in the system from state 1 to 2:
dG = dH − TdS (at constant temperature)
⟹

2
dG
1

= ∆G = ∆H − T∆S (at constant temperature)

(1.18)
(1.19)

From the definition of the enthalpy change of a system:
dH = dU + PdV = đq − dw + PdV + VdP

(1.20)

where U is the internal energy of the system and PV represents the pressure-volume work
done, 'w' and q is the heat energy associated with the change.
Hence, dG = đq − đw + PdV + VdP − TdS (at constant temperature)

(1.21)

As đw and đq are the infinitesimal change in pressure-volume work (PdV) and heat
energy associated with the system. Considering an infinitesimal change in the
temperature, the above equation can be rewritten as:
dG = đq + VdP − TdS − SdT
From the definition of entropy: đq = TdS

(1.22)
(1.23)
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Hence, dG = VdP − SdT

(1.24)

Equation (1.24) shows the dependence of Gibbs energy on pressure and temperature. For
an isothermal change, equation 1.24 can be rewritten as:
G
Go

dG =

P
Po

V dP

(1.25)

o

where G and G are the Gibbs energies at pressure P and at the standard state of the
system with pressure Po =1 bar. Equation (1.25) can be rewritten for one mole of an ideal
gas (R being the universal gas constant) as:
G − Go =

P RT
Po P

dP

(1.26)

P

⟹ G − Go = RTln P o

(1.27)

Considering the standard state with pressure Po as 1 bar and n moles of the gas, the above
equation modifies as:
G − Go = nRTlnP

(1.28)

aA + bB ⇔ cC + dD

(1.29)

Considering a chemical reaction:

The Gibbs energy change for the chemical reaction can be written as:
∆G =

Gproducts −

Greactants

∆G = cGC + dGD − (aGA + bGB )

(1.30)
(1.31)

Thus, for the given chemical reaction:
∆G = cGCo + dGDo − aGAo + bGBo + cRTlnpC + dRTlnpD − (aRTlnpA + bRTlnpB ) (1.32)

where GAo , GBo , GCo and GDo are the standard Gibbs energy for the reactants and the products
and pA, pB, pC and pD are the arbitrary pressures of the reactants and products. Equation
(1.32) can be rewritten as
p c ∙p d

∆G = ∆Go + RTln(p C a ∙pD b )
A

B

(1.33)
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where ∆Go = cGCo + dGDo − aGAo + bGBo . The product of the pressures in the above
equation represents a form of equilibrium constant (K). However, the product will be
equal to the equilibrium constant when all the arbitrary pressures (pA, pB, pC and pD) are
in equilibrium. At equilibrium,
∆G = 0
Equation (1.33) becomes: ∆Go + RTln(K) = 0
⟹ ∆Go = −RTlnK

(1.34)
(1.35)
(1.36)

1.10.1 Relation between Gibbs energy and emf in an electrochemical cell
During an electrochemical reaction, there will be associated voltage or cell potential
which can be related to the Gibbs energy change for the cell. To understand the relation
between the two parameters, let us reconsider the definition of Gibbs energy:
dG = dU + PdV + VdP − SdT − TdS

(1.37)

dG = đq res − đwmax + PdV − TdS

(1.38)

Equation (1.38) is valid for a reversible process occurring at constant temperature and
pressure. Also, the system can do maximum work (đwmax) during a reversible process. As
heat change associated with the process, đq res = TdS, equation (1.38) can be simplified
as:
dG = −đwmax + PdV

(1.39)

or ∆G = −đwmax + P∆V

(1.40)

During a chemical reaction in the electrochemical cell, the system not only does the
pressure volume work (PdV) but, also transfers the electric charge through an external
circuit. The electrochemical cell can be operated reversibly by connecting the leads of the
cell to a high impedance circuit which draws infitesimally small current when connected
to the electrochemical cell. Thus, the reversible work done by the electrochemical cell
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will be the total of the work done by means of electric charge transfer (wele) and the
pressure-volume work (wPV).
Therefore, wmax = wele + wPV

(1.41)

⇒ ∆G = −(wele + wPV ) + P∆V

(1.42)

∴ ∆G = −wele

(1.43)

If the Gibbs energy change in the cell is negative, the system does electrical work on the
surrounding and if the Gibbs energy change is positive, the work will be done on the
system by surrounding.
The potential difference (ΔE) across the two leads of the electrochemical cell is
equivalent to the work done in transferring a unit charge between them. Therefore, for
transferring 'nF' charge across the leads, the Gibbs energy can be represented as:
∆G = −nF ∙ ∆E

(1.44)

where F is the Faraday constant and n is the number of moles of charge transferred.
The experimentally observed cell potential depends on the nature of the reactant and
products and also on the temperature of operation. To compare the voltages different
electrochemical cells on a common basis, standard voltage (ΔEo) is used. This standard
voltage can be correlated with the standard Gibbs energy (∆Go ) as:
∆Go = −nF ∙ ∆E o

(1.45)

Considering the chemical reaction in equation (1.29) and assuming arbitrary
concentration A, B, C and D for the reactants and the products, equation (1.33) can be
rewritten as:
C c ∙D d

∆G = ∆Go + RTln(A a ∙B b )

(1.46)

Substituting the relation between Gibbs energy and the cell potential in the above
equation gives:
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C c ∙D d

−nF ∙ ∆E = −nF ∙ ∆E o + RTln(A a ∙B b )
C c ∙D d

RT

∆E = ∆E o − nF ln(A a ∙B b )

(1.47)
(1.48)

Equation (1.48) is known as the Nernst equation which relates the cell potential to the
concentration of the reactants and products and also to the temperature of the
electrochemical cell. Under equilibrium conditions, when there is no net transfer of
charges, the cell potential goes to zero. Therefore, equation (1.48) can be rewritten as:
RT

C c ∙D d

∆E o = − nF ln(A a ∙B b )

(1.49)

The condition of equilibrium is maintained when all the leads will attain the same
potential and the charge transfer ceases across the leads.
1.11

ELECTROCHEMICAL SENSORS BASED ON SOLID ELECTROLYTE [51]

A marked difference between the potentiometric sensors against other modes of sensing is
its significance in miniaturisation (as solid electrolytes are used) and also its geometrical

(a) Lead for reference electrode

(d) Lead for working electrode

(b) Solid electrolyte

(e) Reference electrode

(c) Working electrode
Fig. 1.7 Sketch of a potentiometric sensor
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independent configuration. In addition to the above mentioned advantages, the wide
dynamic range incorporation due to the logarithmic relation to the concentration makes it
more useful in various applications. A sketch of the potentiometric sensor is shown in
Fig. 1.7. Generally, in any potentiometric sensor, the activity of the element of interest at
the reference electrode will be fixed at a constant value whereas its activity on the
working electrode/electrolyte interface will be varying with the analyte gases admitted.
Solid electrolyte based electrochemical sensors were classified into three category by
Weppner into Type I, II and III ionic conductors depending on the determination of the
partial pressure under conditions of equilibrium or electric current by applying an external
voltage, across the solid electrolyte .
(a) Type I ionic conductor
This ionic conductor is based on the development of an emf across the solid
electrolyte due to activity change across the reference-electrode|solid-electrolyte
and solid-electrolyte|working-electrode interface. On the working electrode
interface, the electrolyte will equilibrate with the gas phase and behaves as a
permeable lead for the measurement. At the electrode|electrolyte interface there
will be a potential drop. The chemical potential with respect to electrons is
identical for both the reference and the working electrode due to high number
density of electrons. The Nernst equation for the cell can be represented as:
kT

E = z q ln
i

′

a ∗i

′′
a ∗i

1

′

′′

= z q (μ∗i − μ∗i )
i

(1.50)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, zi is the number
of electrons taking part in the electrochemical reaction, q is the elementary charge
(1.602*10-19 C), a∗i and μ∗i represents the activity and chemical potential of the
neutral species „i‟ and ' and " refers to the reference and the working electrode.
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Thus activity and partial pressure (pi) for the component is related by the equation
as:
μi = μ0i + kTlnai = μ0i + kTlnpi

(1.51)

where “0” represents the standard state.
During a continuous transition from electronic to ionic conduction the voltage will
be reduced by a factor as shown in equation (1.52).
"

1

ΔE = − z q
i

′

t e dμ∗i

(1.52)

where 𝑡𝑒 is the transference number of the electrons.
(b) Type II ionic conductors
In these types of conductors, the partial pressure is determined for the component
which is different from the predominantly mobile species. In such electrochemical
cells:
SdT − VdP +

∗
i ni dμi

=0

(1.53)

where S, V and ni are entropy, volume and number of species of the component 'i'.
T represents the temperature and P is the pressure. The Gibbs energy and the
absolute values of chemical potential are related by:
G=
∆Gfo =

∗
i ni (μi

∗
i ni μ i

(1.54)

− μoi ) = kT

∗
i ni lna i

(1.55)

where ∆Gfo is the standard Gibbs energy of the formation. The above relation
holds only for binary compounds AiBjδ. The chemical potential difference at both
the interface is given as:
′

μ∗′
− μ∗′′
= −δ(μ∗j - μ∗′′
)
i
i
j

(1.56)

where ' and " are the interface of reference and working electrode respectively. δ
represents the correlation for the valencies of Ai and Bj as zi= -δzj.
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For an electrochemical cell with fixed activity of the reference electrode can be
represented by the Nernst equation given below:
′

E=

′′

μ∗i −μ∗i
zi q

=

′

a∗

RT

ln
( ∗i ′′ )
nF

(1.57)

ai

If the activity of the reference electrode is fixed as unity, then the emf of the cell
reduces to:
E=
(c)

RT
nF

1

ln
( ∗′′ )

(1.58)

ai

Type III ionic conductors (amperometric gas sensors)
In such ionic conductors, the electric current or change in electric current is
measured across the solid electrolyte through an external circuit by applying a
voltage E. The cell voltage for such ionic conductor is given as:
E=I

"

(
′

I σi )

−1

dx − q−1

"
′

ti
I (z )
i

dμi

(1.59)

where x and σ represents the diffusion length and electrical conductivity. The
control on the kinetics and also the cell reaction can be achieved by using such
amperometric cells. The selectivity of such sensors is also very high when the
electrolyte is used as a membrane. Such cell reactions are controlled by diffusion:
dc

J = −D dxi = −D

∆c i
d

(1.60)

where Δci is the concentration difference across the membrane of thickness d and
D is the effective diffusion coefficient. Based on the knowledge of d and D, the
concentration of the gas independent of the reference electrode can be calculated.
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1.12

OTHER APPLICATIONS OF POTENTIOMETRIC CELLS USING SOLID

ELECTROLYTES

Solid electrolytes used for potentiometric applications are basically of three types: simple
or complex halides, simple or complex oxides or oxide solid solutions. The uniqueness in
structure of solid electrolytes gives them the highest conductivities in solid state
compared to materials having intrinsic defects (~10-3 Ω-1 cm-1). These solids act as an
impervious barrier to gases and liquids, conducting only through one or more ions either
under the influence of an external voltage or a chemical potential gradient [57]. Thus,
solid electrolytes loaded potentiometric cells can be used for the following applications:
(a) Measurement of Gibbs energy formation of oxides:
Solid electrolytes are widely used for measuring thermo chemical properties at elevated
temperatures. Solid electrolytes used for these applications should predominantly conduct
by ions and the ionic transference number should be greater than 0.99, i.e. the
measurements should be carried out within the electrolytic domain boundaries of the solid
electrolyte. It is also to be noted that different solid electrolytes possess different
electrolytic domain boundaries. Galvanic cells can be constructed using solid oxide
electrolytes for emf measurements. Any such cell can be represented as
Pt, O2 μ′O 2 Solid oxide electrolyte O2 μ"O 2 , Pt

(1.61)

where μ′O 2 and μ"O 2 are the chemical potentials of oxygen at the two electrodes. The emf of
the cell is given by:
1

E = nF

μ "O 2

μ ′O 2

t ion dμO 2

(1.62)

where n is the number of charges involved in the transport of one oxygen molecule, F is
the Faraday constant and tion is the ionic transference number of the solid electrolyte.
When the measurements are carried out in the electrolyte boundary, tion~1 and therefore:
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1

E = 4F

μ "O 2

μ ′O 2

t ion dμO 2 =

RT
4F

p "O 2

ln p ′

O2

(1.63)

Thus, the measurement of emf at different partial pressures, one can calculate the Gibbs
energy formation of the compound in different phases (with differing oxygen
equilibrium) of the oxide electrolyte used. Similarly, the Gibbs energy formation of the
halides can be calculated using a halide ion conducting electrolyte in the potentiometric
cell given in equation (1.61).

(b) Determination of the chemical potential of a component in alloy
Determination of chemical potential of a component i in an alloy phase (α), μαi , is a
sufficient tool for characterising an alloy system. Even though no single experiment
would provide reliable results, a comparison of results obtained from various techniques
like Galvanic cell method, calorimetry, etc. can be used to reach a conclusion for the
determination of the chemical potential of the component in the alloy. The use of
Galvanic cell method which applies the principle of emf based on the solid electrolyte,
has added valuable information to high temperature calculations. The representation of a
typical cell configuration used for the determination of activity of the component of an
alloy system is given as:
Pt, A, AO Solid oxide electrolyte AO, A B , Pt

(1.64)

where A is a metal of the alloy [A]B and AO is the oxide of 'A' in equilibrium with metal
A in the conditions of measurements. The electrode reactions are:
A + O2− ⇌ AO + 2e−

(1.65)

AO + 2e− ⇌ [A]alloy + O2−

(1.66)

Assuming the oxide AO as a stoichiometric oxide under chemical equilibrium with the
electrodes, the emf of the cell can be given as:
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RT

E = − nF lnaA

(1.67)

Thus, the activity of the component A in the alloy can be calculated by measuring the emf
of a typical cell represented in equation (1.64).
(c) Kinetic studies based on potentiometric cells
As a matter of completion of the above applications of solid electrolytes towards
determination of thermodynamic properties, the electrochemical cell can be used to
understand the kinetics of the electrode reaction. The kinetic studies using solid
electrolyte involves the determination of transport phenomena and polarisation studies.
Generally, the current or voltage across the electrode-electrolyte interface is measured
with respect to time. Solid electrolyte based kinetic studies can also determine diffusion
coefficient of oxygen in liquid or solid metal and the materials can be used to understand
the chemical diffusivity in non-stoichiometric compounds and alloys. The kinetic studies
using solid electrolyte cells reveal the kinetics of the phase boundary and diffusion
controlled reactions at the electrode-electrolyte interfaces.
1.13 STRUCTURE OF AgI

Solid electrolytes which conduct at low temperature have activation energy around 0.10.2 eV. But, for solid electrolytes which work at high temperature, for migration of ion in
a lattice, the activation energy required will be greater than 1 eV. In contrast, in solid
electrolytes, the activation energy may be much lower, as low as 0.03 eV in AgI, 0.45 eV
in β-alumina and ~0.9 eV in yittria stabilised zirconia [58]. A few of the solid electrolytes
like NASICON, Pb-β"-Al2O3, etc. show temperature dependent variation in activation
energy. The migration of ions in these crystals can happen mainly by (a) vacancy
diffusion and (b) interstitial diffusion. The available vacant sites in solid electrolyte are
more than the number of ions migrating. Such vacant passages for the movement of ion
are generally created, when the polyhedral are face-centred [59]. The corner, edge and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1.8 Tetrahedra with (a) corner shared (b) edge shared and (c) face shared atoms [60]
where the black balls represent the cations and white balls represent the anions

face centred tetrahedral are shown in Fig. 1.8. Face-centred polyhedra are generally
formed by anions having large ionic radii [60]. The sharing of faces and edges of the
polyhedra are energy intensive and this probability of sharing decreases with increasing
size of the central cation. This is due to the increase in the proximity of the cations with
polyhedra shared by faces or edges. Silver ion conducting solid electrolytes like RbAg4I5,
potassium ion substituted RbAg4I5 or α-AgI contains face sharing tetrahedra/octahedra
which provides the structure with channels for cation to migrate. This is the basis of high
ionic conductivity in compounds with large ionic radii having iodide ion (ionic radii of Ibeing 2.2 Å [61]). Among the solid electrolytes, limited literature is available in the use of
silver ion conducting solid electrolyte namely, AgI as a material for sensing application.
Structural details of AgI and the influence of anionic substitution are discussed below.
AgI exists in three allotropic modifications in the temperature range of 298-673 K. The β
and γ phases are reported as poorly-conducting phases [62] whereas the α-phase is the
highly conducting phase above the temperature of ~420 K until it melts at ~831 K [63].
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The crystal structure of the three allotropes at normal pressure is shown in Fig. 1.9.
γ-phase exists along with β-phase at room temperature. γ-phase exhibits BCC structure
with anion close packing whereas β-phase exhibits hexagonal structure at room
temperature. Above the β to α transition temperature, the wurtzite structure of α-AgI is
stable until AgI melts.
The structure of α-AgI is highly conducting phase above ~420 K compared to β and γ
polymorphs of AgI. This conductivity arises due to the 42 interstitial voids which are
present in the wurtzite structure of α-AgI. The figure representing the void networks of αAgI is shown in Fig. 1.10.
There are 6 octahedral, 12 tetrahedral and 24 trigonal sites in a unit cell for α-AgI. The
movement of two Ag+ ions in all these interstitial voids gives high conductivity for AgI in
α-phase. The reported bulk conductivity for α-phase of AgI is around 0.4 to 0.6 Scm-1
[66, 67]
1.14

SUBSTITUTION OF CATIONIC OR ANIONIC SPECIES IN AgI

With an objective to bring better ionic conductivity at lower temperatures, AgI
preparation was adopted with different methodologies. The reduction in the particle size
of AgI [63, 68], superionic transitions under pressurised conditions [67] and substituting
the cation or anion with different sizes of ions [66, 67, and 70] were the different
procedures adopted in literature. An admixture of AgI and Ag2CsI3 was also reported to
show better conductivity compared to AgI [71]. The significance of adding a cation like
Cu+ (ionic radius: 0.77 Å) in AgI [67, 70] was with the intention of substituting a second
mobile ion (Cu+ ion) in AgI. Both Cu+ and Ag+ are having good ionic conduction in
solids [72]. Introduction of larger ions like Cs+ (ionic radius: 1.67 Å [61]) will cause the
lattice loosening [73] due to the incorporation of larger Cs+ ion compared to Ag+ ion
(ionic radius: 1.15 Å) [67 and 71].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1.9 Crystal structure of (a) γ-AgI (b) β-AgI and (c) α-AgI [64]

Fig. 1.10 Crystal structure of α-AgI representing the 42 interstitial voids. tet represents
tetragonal, oct represent octahedral void and trig represents trigonal void [65]

Thus, by perturbing the crystal structure by substitution with different size of cations,
results in lattice loosening. Further, it was reported that such approaches increase the bulk
conductivity and reduce the phase transition temperature of β to α phase in AgI
considerably. The reported literature shows a reduction down to 397 K in the case of Cd
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substituted AgI [74]. Cs substituted AgI reported by Bazan and Pettigrosso [66] also
established the solubility limit of CsI in AgI ~4 mol%.
The substitutions of anions in various crystals and the study of their solubility limit in
various silver ion based compounds are reported in literature [73,76]. According to
Hume-Rothery rules [77], for the formation of solid solution, the ionic radii differences
must be below ~15 %. The rule also emphasises the need for similar crystal structure and
electronegativity of the mixing ions. The crystal structure of AgCl is cubic structure [78].
The solid solution formation between AgCl and AgI will be limited as the crystal
structure is different for both AgCl and AgI and there is ~17 % difference between the
ionic radii of Cl- and I- (rCl-:1.81Å and rI-:2.2Å [61]).
The need for Cl- substitution in AgI was steered by the reduction in β to α phase transition
temperature in AgI [79]. Thus, it is possible to bring the conducting phases to lower
temperatures of operation. A sensor which works at 420 K using AgI may work at still
lower temperatures when Cl- added. The α-phase is stable at lower temperatures in anion
substituted AgI compared to that of pure AgI. Also, from the basics of potentiometric
cells, to selectively detect the gas of interest, we need to incorporate the analyte ion itself
in the matrix for Type I and II ionic conductors mentioned in section 1.11.
1.15

SCOPE OF THE THESIS

From the previous sections describing the halogens pertaining to nuclear industry, the
need for iodine and chlorine sensor during an accidental leak of the fission products into
the coolant streams are already emphasised. Iodine can reach the reactor containment
building during the breach of the structural materials both in the thermal as well as the
fast reactors. Radioiodine can also get released in the chopping areas of reprocessing
sector in a closed fuel cycle reactor system. Thus, monitoring of iodine is essential as an
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alternative safety measure for healthy operation of reactor and also the reprocessing
facility.
Chlorine on the other hand plays a major part in the pyroprocessing of nuclear fuels. An
unforeseen leak of chlorine, during the breach of the electrochemical cell containment,
into the glove box containing the cell can happen during an accidental situation. Similar
to monitoring iodine, chlorine needs to be monitored in the operating area of
pyroprocessing.
Solid state sensors based on AgI shows good ionic conduction above 423 K due to its
open crystal structure. Such compounds with high ionicity are ideal to be used as
electrolyte in a potentiometric sensor. The affinity of Ag+ ion in AgI to maintain
equilibrium with iodine and chlorine is the driving force for selecting AgI as the base
matrix for sensing material. The need for substituting I- with Cl- was to bring down the β
to α transition temperature. Thus, it would be possible to operate the sensor material
containing appropriate AgCl content, at much lower temperature compared to pure AgI.
Also, the presence of Cl- in AgI will increase the selectivity of the electrochemical sensor
towards chlorine gas.
The solubility limit of AgCl in AgI prepared through a novel solution route was
established by using different physicochemical techniques. The gradation in other
physical properties like β to α transition temperature, ionic transference number and bulk
conductivity observed for AgI1-xClx was compared with solubility limit studies.
Sensor studies were carried out on AgI1-xClx towards iodine and chlorine. The peculiar
behaviour of AgI towards chlorine gas was studied by an in-house fabricated three
electrode configuration using dielectric spectroscopic technique. The results were then
corroborated with the XPS studies to confirm the findings from the capacitance
measurements. The demonstration of the miniaturised chlorine sensor was carried out to
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study the sensing characteristics of AgI0.95Cl0.05 towards trace levels of chlorine. The
advantage of miniaturisation and the improvement in detecting lower concentration are
further discussed in different chapters.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS
2.1

INTRODUCTION

Methodologies and detection limits play a key role in analysing the compositions for
different applications. This chapter briefs about the preparation of the samples,
methodologies used for their characterisation, calibration standards employed for
normalising the measurements and also the details of the experimental facilities used for
these characterisation.
2.2

EXPERIMENTAL

The preparation, characterisation and gas sensing behaviour of AgI1-xClx are presented in
the thesis. Employing the precipitation and co-precipitation routes for the preparation of
the samples, discussion on different parameters like temperature, concentration, etc. and
procedures adopted, related to the study of the solubility limit of AgCl in AgI, their
sensing characteristics and mechanism of sensing are dealt with in this chapter. The
details of the fabrication of different electrochemical cells for various measurements are
also described.
2.3

PREPARATION OF AgI1-XClX

The powders of AgI and AgI1-xClx were synthesised by the precipitation and
co-precipitation methods respectively, using solutions of KI, KCl and AgNO3
(99.9 % pure, Alfa-Aesar make). For these preparations, stoichiometric quantities of
silver nitrate, potassium iodide and potassium chloride solutions were taken. The weights
of the compounds taken for making the respective solutions were calculated using the
following equation:
(1 − x)KI + xKCl + AgNO3 → AgI1−x Clx + KNO3 where x= 0 to 0.25

(2.1)
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To prepare AgI, a solution of silver nitrate was added to potassium iodide solution slowly
with continuous stirring. After the completion of addition of silver nitrate solution into
potassium iodide, stirring was continued for next 2 h. Once the digestion of the precipitate
was completed after 24 h, in both the processes, the product was filtered and kept for
drying at 373 K for two days. After drying the precipitate, the powder was ground and
was calcined to 473 K for 48 h. The final product was subjected to different
characterisation methods to confirm the formation of AgI. Precautions were taken to
avoid the interference from light during the preparation and the reactions were carried out
in dark.
AgI1-xClx powders were pressed into pellets with diameter of ~8-10 mm and thickness of
around 1.7 mm. The pellets were made under a pressure of ~20000 kPa. The geometrical
densities for the pellets were around ~98 % theoretical density. High percentage
theoretical densities are good for electrical conductivity and sensor studies. A list of
compositions and their geometries used for different characterisation studies are given in
Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Composition and geometry of the samples studied under each characterisation technique
Sample

XRD

AgI1-xClx
(x)

Geometry
of
material

2.4

Transport
measurements

AAS

DSC

SEM

0,
0.025,
0.05,
0.06,
0.1,
0.25

0.025,
0.05

0,
0.025,0.05,
0.06, 0.1

0,
0.025,
0.05,
0.06

0, 0.025, 0.05,
0.06

Powder

Powder

Powder

Pellet

Pellet

Electrical
Conductivity
Two
electrode

Three
electrode

0, 0.025,
0.05,
0.06, 0.1

0

Pellet

Sensor
Studies

XPS

0,
0.025,
0.05,
0.06,0.1

0,
0.025,
0.05

Pellet

Pellet
and
powder

X-RAY DIFFRACTION

X-ray diffraction is based on constructive interference of monochromatic X-rays and a
crystalline sample. These X-rays are generated by a cathode ray tube, filtered to produce
monochromatic radiation, collimated to concentrate, and directed towards the sample.
The interaction of the incident rays with the sample produces constructive interference
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(and a diffracted ray) when conditions satisfy Bragg's Law (nλ =2d sin θ). This law
relates the wavelength of electromagnetic radiation to the diffraction angle and the lattice
spacing in a crystalline sample. The diffracted X-rays from the sample are then detected,
processed and counted. By scanning the sample through a range of 2θ, all possible
directions for diffraction of the lattice should be attained due to the random orientation of
the powdered material. Conversion of the diffracted peaks to d-spacing allows
identification of the crystal structure of the sample because each sample has a set of
unique d-spacing. Typically, this is achieved by comparison of d-spacing with standard
reference patterns. A schematic of X-ray diffraction phenomena is shown in Fig. 2.1.

Fig. 2.1 Schematic representation of Bragg’s law [1]

The quantitative calculation of the lattice loosening [2] of the crystal structure of AgI with
the addition of AgCl from the unit cell volume [3] was calculated and the results of the
calculation are presented in the chapter 3. The crystallite sizes of AgI1-xClx were
calculated using HOCT software (in-house written software by Dr. S. Senbhagaraman,
Materials Research Centre, IISC, Bangalore which uses linear least square fit for
computing lattice parameter and crystallite size for hexagonal, orthorhombic, cubic and
tetragonal system). Samples of AgI1-xClx were studied using XRD facility (Model No.
D500, M/s Siemens, Germany).
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2.5

SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (SEM) [4,5]

Secondary electrons and backscattered electrons are commonly used for imaging samples:
secondary electrons are the most valuable for showing morphology and topography of
samples and backscattered electrons, illustrating contrasts in composition in multiphase
samples (i.e. for rapid phase discrimination). Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDAX)
is one of the salient features of SEM and can be used to determine the elemental
composition of the surface of the samples. By measuring the energy of the characteristic
X-rays of the elements, information about the elemental composition of the sample
surface can be obtained. Morphological characterisations of the samples were carried out
using scanning electron microscopy Model XL30, M/s Philips, Netherlands. The images
were recorded with different magnifications. Quantitative estimation of AgI1-xClx using
EDAX was also carried out and is presented in chapter 3. The correlation between the
solubility limit and precipitation of the impurity peak in EDX and changes in morphology
for AgI1-xClx will be described in chapter 3.
2.6

DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRY (DSC)

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is a thermo-analytical technique in which the
difference in the amount of heat required to increase the temperature of a sample and
reference are measured as a function of temperature [6, 7]. Both the sample and reference
are maintained at nearly the same temperature throughout the experiment. Generally, the
temperature program for a DSC analysis is designed such that the sample holder
temperature increases linearly as a function of time. The reference sample should have a
well-defined heat capacity over the range of temperatures to be scanned. The main
application of DSC is in studying phase transitions, such as melting, glass transitions, or
exothermic decompositions. These transitions involve energy changes or heat capacity
changes that can be detected by DSC with great sensitivity.
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Differential scanning calorimetric experiments were carried out using a calorimeter,
Model: HPDSC827, supplied by M/s Metler Toledo, Switzerland. A known quantity of
the nominal composition of AgI1-xClx (~50 mg) was sealed inside a thin aluminium
crucible on the sample side. An empty aluminium crucible was employed as
reference. A heating rate of ~ 5 K/min was used for the present study.
2.7

ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROMETRY (AAS)

A given population of free atom exists at various electronic levels [8]. The distribution of
atoms in the energy levels is given by the Boltzmann distribution equation given below:
N2E
τ

=

N 1 Eg 1 −( E )
e kT
τg 2

(2.3)

where N1 is the number of atoms of the ground state, N2 is the number of atoms in the
excited state, E is the energy difference between the ground state and the excited state,
τ is the lifetime in this excited state, g1 and g2 is the statistical weights of the atoms in the
ground and excited state, K is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the
system. The absorption of light could be measured if the radiation from the continuous
light source, such as hydrogen lamp, is passed through the population of free atom and
then through a monochromator and finally to the detection system. For all the elements,
the spectrum consists of a few absorption lines. The absorption peak for silver ion falls in
the wavelength of 328.1 nm [9].
AgCl is preferentially dissolved in ammonia solution compared to AgI. The Ksp values of
the AgI and AgCl are 1.8*10-17 and 8.3*10-10 respectively at 298 K [10]. Ag+ ions reacts
with excess ammonia to form the stable complex ion [Ag(NH3)2]+ [11]. As a result, AgCl
is quite stable in ammonia solution. Above the solubility limit of AgCl in AgI1-xClx, AgCl
precipitates out from the matrix. This precipitated AgCl can be dissolved in ammonia
solution and the Ag+ ion can be estimated by using AAS.
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Atomic absorption spectrometric measurements were carried out in two sets: (a) on AgI
(b) on AgI0.975Cl0.025 and AgI0.95Cl0.05. The powders of AgI0.975Cl0.025 and AgI0.95Cl0.05
were studied using the as-prepared compositions and the powders calcined to a
temperature of 473 K for 20 h. After mixing the respective powders with suitable
ammonia solution followed by filtration, the decanted solution was analysed for Ag+ ions
using atomic absorption spectrometer (M/s GBC Avanta /GFC 3000, Australia), after
suitable dilution and acidification.
2.8

X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface analysis technique in which a solid
surface in vacuum is irradiated with X-rays to produce photoelectrons by direct transfer
of energy from the X-ray photons to core level electrons in the atoms of the sample [12,
13]. The kinetic energy of the photoelectron EK would be equal to (EX-EBE), where Ex is
the energy of the X-ray used and EBE is the binding energy of the respective elements.
The distribution in the kinetic energy is measured and photoelectron spectrum is made
after including the calibration factors of the instrument. The s-orbit electrons will appear
as a single photoelectron peak whereas electrons from other orbitals will appear as
doublet due to spin orbit coupling. A shift in the photoelectron peaks will reflect the
change in the chemical environment of the atom, due to surface charging (if the material
is non-conducting). Sketch of XPS facility used for conducting the experiments is shown
in Fig. 2.2. The facility was used for studying two different kinds of problem: (a) XPS of
AgI0.975Cl0.025 and AgI0.95Cl0.05 were taken for both as-prepared and calcined samples to
understand the solubility limit of AgCl in AgI. The change in the chemical environments
of both Ag+ and I- ion will show the presence of an impurity or phase beyond the
solubility of AgCl in AgI and (b) XPS patterns of AgI before and after exposure to
chlorine to validate the formation of AgCl on the surface of AgI. X-ray photoelectron
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spectra of the compounds were recorded using M/s SPECS make (Germany) spectrometer
with 150 mm hemispherical analyser with a pass energy of 20 eV. Al Kα X-ray radiation
of 1486.6 eV was used. Powder samples were pressed on to carbon tape and XPS
analyses were carried out at room temperature under a vacuum close to 10 -10 mbar. The
binding energy value of Au 4f was also recorded for binding energy correction arising out
of charging of samples.
The anode was operated at a voltage of 13 kV and source power level was set to 300 W.
Spectra were collected using the PHOIBOS 150 analyser with a resolution of 0.6 eV for
~600 kcps at band pass energy of 20 eV. The spectrometer was calibrated using a
standard silver sample. Data were processed by Specslab2 software. The binding energy
value of Au 4f7/2 at 84.4 eV was used as the reference to account for any charging of the
sample and the peak positions were compared to standard values for identification of
different elements and their oxidation states [14]. Curve fitting was carried out using Casa
XPS software version 2.3.16.
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(a)

Hemispherical analyser

(i)

Gate valve

(b)

Detector

(j)

Transfer rod

(c)

Data acquisition system

(k)

Manual control for aligning

(d)

Monochromator

(l)

Load lock chamber

(e)

Sample

(m) Reaction chamber

(f)

Analysis Chamber

(n)

Gas inlet

(g)

X-ray source

(o)

IR lamp

(h)

Transfer chamber
Fig. 2.2 Sketch of the XPS facility

2.9

IONIC TRANSPORT MEASUREMENTS

In solid electrolytes, the major charge carriers would be ions, but, in some cases
significant concentration of carriers can be either electrons (holes) or ions. Hebb [15] and
Wagner [16] devised a method to measure the conductivity due to electrons or holes in
these materials, particularly when their contribution to total conductivity is low. This
method is called as ion blocking method and is also called as the DC polarisation or
Wagner’s asymmetric polarisation method. In this method, a small DC voltage signal ‘V’
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below the decomposition potential is applied to the sample, which is sandwiched between
an electrode reversible with respect to the conducting ion and an inert electrode block the
flow of ions. Ionic migration will occur in the sample until the cell is completely
polarised. After the cell becomes completely polarised, the residual current is carried only
by the electrons or holes present, in the ionic solid, while the initial value of conductivity
is due to total ions and electrons/holes. In the steady state, current is due to
electrons/holes only. From these measured currents, the ionic and electronic transport
numbers of the solid electrolyte can be calculated.
The ionic transport number is the fraction of the total current (cationic, anionic, and
electronic) carried by ions and is given by:
t ion =

i initial − i final
i initial

*100

Similarly, t e = 100 − t ion

(2.4)
(2.5)

where tion is the ionic transport number te is the electronic transport number iinitial is the
initial current at time t = 0 and ifinal is the final current at the saturation current. Transport
measurements were carried out on AgI1-xClx (x= 0-0.06) using platinum stopping
electrode by applying a potential of ~0.5 V DC using Keithley 238, high current source
measurement unit. Experiments were carried out in the temperature range of 298-473 K.
The set-up used for the measurement is given in Fig. 2.3 for the cell configuration
Pt|AgI1-xClx|Pt.
2.10

DIELECTRIC IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY [17, 18 AND 19]

Impedance spectroscopy is a powerful method of characterising many of the electrical
properties of the material and their interface with electronically conducting electrodes.
The process involved in the bound or mobile charges in the bulk or interfacial regions of
solid or liquid material, ionic, semiconducting, mixed electronic-ionic and even insulators
(dielectric) can be understood using impedance spectroscopy. Of different types of
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stimulus provided, generally used is a single frequency voltage or current to measure the
phase shift or amplitude. Monochromatic signal V (t) = Vm Sin (ωt) involving single
ω

frequency ν = 2π is applied to a cell and the resulting steady state current
I (t) = Im Sin(ωt+ø) is measured. Vm and Im represent the amplitude of the potential and
the current. Ø represents the change in the phase after the potential crosses the material of
interest. Impedance (Z) of the material can be calculated as:
Z=
where 𝑖 =

V
I

=

Vm
Im

exp (-iø) = Zm exp (-iø)

(2.6)

−1and ø is phase angle. From Euler’s equation,
Z = Zreal + Zimaginary
Z = Zm cos ∅ + Zm sin ∅

(2.7)
(2.8)

The real and imaginary parts are given by Zreal = Zm Cos ø and Zimaginary = Zm Sinø. The
plot of real versus imaginary part (known as Nyquist plot) appears as semi-circles and in
some cases as a straight line. The frequency response of an elementary process can be
modelled using simple electrical circuits. For example, the complex impedance plot of a
parallel connection of a resistor and a capacitor gives a semicircle as shown in Fig. 2.3.
Here R represents resistance, C the capacitance, Im {Z} and Re {Z} belonging to y and x
axis is the imaginary and the real impedance, 'i' is the notation for the imaginary
component, ω is the angular frequency and τ is the relaxation time for the parallel circuit.
A cell with material exhibiting both ionic and electronic conduction can be considered to
consist of network of resistors and capacitors parallel to each other. Each sub circuit
represents different conducting processes.
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Fig.2.3 Impedance plot of parallel combination of resistor and capacitor

Data corresponding to high frequency region is associated with the ionic conduction
process through grain bulk (intragrain), followed by process through the grain boundary
(intergrain). Electrode processes are represented by the semicircle at low frequency
region. These semicircles associated with different processes are separated in the
impedance plane only when their time constants differ by more than two orders of
magnitude. Otherwise, these semicircles would overlap. Capacitance values calculated for
each semicircle is an indicator of the process associated with it. Generally, equivalent
circuits employed in fitting the impedance plot will be based on simple resistors,
capacitors and inductors. Practically, an electrochemical cell may have properties which
are independently distributed in space [18]. The use of ideal circuit elements may not
correctly fit for the curve fitting procedure adopted for such materials. The usage of
distributed impedance elements like constant phase element will aid a better fit compared
to the incorporation of ideal elements for curve fitting. To obtain the best fit for the
material under study comes from physical intuition along with thorough literature survey
for curve fitting carried out on similar materials. Impedance, admittance (inverse of
impedance) and Bode (phase or amplitude) plots are commonly employed for solids.
Bode plot represents a frequency response of a system with respect to the electrical
property (impedance, admittance or capacitance). Bulk conductivity measurement were
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carried out on AgI1-xClx (x = 0-0.1), using platinum as the measuring electrode. The
perturbation potential applied Bulk conductivity measurements were carried out on AgI1xClx

(x=0 to 0.1), using platinum as the measuring electrode. The perturbation potential

was 150 mV and the measurements were carried out in the range of 1 Hz-1 MHz in the
temperature range of 298-473 K using air. A frequency response analyser (Model SI
1260, Solartron, M/s Schlumberger, UK) coupled with an electrochemical interface
(Model 1287, Solartron, M/s Schlumberger, UK) was used. At each temperature, the
specimen was allowed to equilibrate for 8 h before recording the impedance spectra.
Impedance spectra were also recorded during cooling cycle using the same cooling
schedule. The sketch of the two electrode set-up used for bulk conductivity studies for
AgI1-xClx (x = 0-0.1) is shown in the Fig. 2.4.
2.10.1 Exchange current density measurements using three electrode configuration
At equilibrium, the potential observed is thermodynamic potential for a given chemical
reaction. When there is a difference in the applied potential and the thermodynamic
potential, there will be an overpotential leading to a net current flow across the cell.
Under conditions of equilibrium, the concentration of the reactants and the products do
not change. This means that the forward and the backward reactions take place in the
same rate. Similarly, in an electrochemical cell forward and backward reactions occur
simultaneously
Reactant + ne− ↔ Product

(2.8)

There will be no current flowing in or out of the system under equilibrium. The current
density of the forward and the backward reaction will be the same. This current density
which is a kinetic parameter is called the exchange current density which depends on the
type of the electrochemical reaction and the nature of the electrode. The magnitude of
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exchange current density determines how easily the electrochemical reaction takes place
on the electrode surface [19].

(a) Measurement leads

(h) Ceramic support

(b) Gas outlet

(i) AgI1-xClx

(c) SS coupling

(j) Thermocouple

(d) SS springs

(k) Gas inlet

(e) Quartz tube

(l) Central quartz tube for
cell support

(f) Inner

quartz tube
sample loading

for

(m) Thermocouple leads

(g) Platinum foil
Fig. 2.4 Sketch of the fabrication cell for ionic transport measurements
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This in turn depends on the charge transfer resistance which is the barrier for electron to
cross the electrolyte-electrode interface. This charge transfer is also related to
overpotential. At very low over potential the exchange current density can be obtained
from simplified Butler-Volmer [19] equation:
i=

i o n α Fη
RT

(2.9)

where i is the net current, io is the exchange current density, nα is the apparent electron
number (nα is used when there is multielectron transfer due to different electrochemical
reactions in a cell), F is the Faraday’s constant, η is the overpotential, R is universal gas
constant and T is the absolute temperature. In terms of the charge transfer resistance
(RCT), the equation (2.9) can be modified as
R CT = i

RT
o nα F

(2.10)

A methodology based on three electrode configuration for studying the working
electrode-electrolyte interface was used to calculate the charge transfer resistance and inturn the exchange current densities. Thus, the potential is applied across the reference and
the working electrode and the current is measured across the counter and working
electrode. Of the three configurations given below in Fig. 2.5, the first configuration was
chosen for further studies. The counter electrode was chosen as gold, working electrode
as platinum and reference electrode as silver thick films which were coated by screen
printing technique. The reference and the working electrode were similar to the ones used
in the sensing characterisation.
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CE: Counter Electrode, WE: Working electrode, RE: reference electrode
Fig. 2.5 Cell arrangements (a), (b) and (c) for studying three electrode configuration [18]

The frequency at which the diffusion process or the formation of a capacitive layer can be
resolved using the impedance spectroscopy. Such frequency dependence (dispersion) is
due to the fact that all slow electrode processes are eliminated from the measurements at
the increase in the frequency. In the ideal case, at high frequencies, only bulk-resistance
of electrolyte, Re and capacitance of the electric double layer, Cdl are measured, with
respect to the charge transport in the solid electrolyte. As the frequency decreases, on the
contrary, slow processes occurring in the electrolyte near electrode layers can be included
in the measurements, such as diffusion and adsorption at the electrode interface and also
electrochemical reactions are complicated by slow chemical transitions. Different
combinations of equivalent circuits for different electrochemical processes of adsorption,
diffusion, etc. are explained in Bukun and Ukshe [20]. A sketch of the cell used for the
three electrode measurement in the present investigations is shown in Fig. 2.6.
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(a) Gold leads

(d) Gold counter electrode

(b) Platinum working electrode

(e) Alumina

(c) AgI0.95Cl0.05

(f ) Silver reference electrode
(g) Platinum heater

Fig. 2.6 Sketch of the three electrode configuration

The platinum heater in the configuration (Fig. 2.6) was calibrated by placing a
thermocouple on top of the alumina substrate, where the pellet was mounted. The voltage
and the current, required to maintain the desired temperature on the top of the pellet, was
measured using digital panel meter. The temperature above the pellet was then fixed at
428 K facing the working electrode. The perturbation potential of 150 mV was given by
using Autolab work station (M/s Autolab Ecochiemie BV, PGSTAT 302). After thermal
equilibration, blank runs were carried out on the sample at 428 K. Iodine gas was
admitted using dry air maintaining the concentration around 40 vppm. The impedance
patterns were recorded after 7 min of the gas injection. After the measurement, iodine in
the chamber was removed by flowing dry air. The experiment was repeated three times to
observe the consistency with an interval of 2 h. A concentration of 500 vppb of chlorine
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was injected into the cell and the impedance patterns were recorded after 7 min of
injection. The impedance pattern of the cell was recorded after every 2 h of injection. The
pellet was then removed and taken for XPS analysis.
2.11

SENSOR SET-UP

Selectivity for the specific analyte gas and the functional independence from geometry
make potentiometric sensors more significant in the chemical sensor regime [21]. The
potentiometric sensor employed for sensing iodine and chlorine is of the following
configuration:
Ag|AgI1−x Clx |Pt, X2

(2.11)

where, X2=I2/Cl2. The sketch of the sensor assembly used for studying the sensing
characteristics of the respective electrolytes is shown in Fig. 2.7. The enlarged version of
the electrochemical cell is also shown in Fig. 2.7.
In this configuration, a pellet of AgI1-xClx was packed between the platinum (foil)
working electrode and the silver reference electrode. The platinum lead wires are
connected to the platinum foil and silver pellet (in contact with the thick film of silver
employed as reference). A thermocouple placed on the glass chamber measures the
temperature of the central zone of the furnace. The sample pellet was placed in the central
zone, which is maintained at ± 1K.
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(a) Ground joint (glass chamber)

(f) Electrochemical cell

(b) Platinum leads

(g) Gas injection port

(c) Supporting rod
(d) (d) Gas outlet

(h) (h) Gas inlet
(i) Glass chamber

(e) Pyrophyllite support

(j) Furnace coils

(f) Electrochemical cell

(a)

Platinum leads

(d) Solid electrolyte: AgI1-xClx pellet

(b)

Silver pellet

(e) Working electrode (Pt)

(c)

Silver thick film

Fig. 2.7 Sketch of the sensor set-up used for studying bulk pellets
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Fig. 2.8 Schematic of the dynamic flow experiment for iodine sensing studies

Iodine was admitted into the cell in a dynamic mode where the flow rate of the Ar gas
was fixed at 10 mL/min. The flowchart of the dynamic flow experiment is shown in
Fig. 2.8, where the partial pressure of the gas is fixed maintaining the temperature of the
iodine chamber. The iodine chamber temperature was reduced by using a cryogenic bath,
which will in turn control the partial pressure of iodine. From the partial pressure of
iodine at the temperature of study, the concentration of iodine was calculated using the
partial pressure vs temperature plot reported [22]. The range of iodine concentration
studied for AgI1-xClx was from ~6-60 vppm.
Chlorine was injected into the cell using a syringe. The silicone septum attached to a
PTFE vecco fitting was used as a port for injecting gas into the chamber using a syringe.
The range of chlorine gas studies for bulk pellets were from 20 to 100 vppb in air at
428 K.
2.11.1 Miniaturised chlorine sensor
A miniaturised form of the potentiometric cell was fabricated with AgI0.95Cl0.05 as the
solid electrolyte. The cell was tested towards chlorine gas in the concentration range of
17 to 15000 vppb at 428 K. A photograph of the miniaturised sensor is shown in Fig. 2.9.
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(a)

(a) Teflon vecco fittings
to inject the gas

(b)
(c)

(b) Glass chamber
(c) Gas inlet for purging
dry air
(d) Electrochemical cell
(e) Gas outlet

(f) Teflon wires connecting
(d)

to instrument

(e)
(f)

Fig. 2.9 Photograph of miniaturised chlorine sensor

2.12

CONCLUSIONS

The results and patterns obtained from these experimental techniques of characterisation
are analysed in Chapter 3 and the results will be presented in the same chapter. The
comparisons of results from different parameters derived are also highlighted in the
chapter. The use of the fabricated set-up for sensing of iodine and chlorine is presented in
chapter 4 for studying the sensing characteristics of AgI1-xClx. Finally, the chlorine
sensing of AgI, explored using the three electrode configuration, is discussed in chapter 5.
The miniaturisation of the potentiometric cell for sensing chlorine using AgI0.95Cl0.05 is
highlighted in chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 3
PHYSICOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISATION OF
AgI1-xClx (x=0-0.25)
3.1

INTRODUCTION

The phase identification and transformations, solubility limit of AgCl in AgI,
morphological characterisation and electrical conductivity measurements were carried out
on AgI1-xClx (x=0-0.25). Experiments to determine the solubility limit of AgCl in AgI
was carried out using X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
and atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) and the results from these studies are
presented in this chapter. The correlations between the results from these techniques and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) for the solubility limit are also dealt with in this
chapter. The results of phase transition from β to α phase of AgI and its variation with the
addition of AgCl is also described based on differential scanning calorimetric (DSC)
studies and electrical conductivity measurements.
3.2

EXPERIMENTAL

As described in chapter 2, there are two sets of samples which were characterised and are
discussed in this chapter: (a) as-prepared after the preliminary preparation and digestion
of the precipitate and (b) samples calcined at 473 K. The measurements were carried out
in duplicate to confirm the results obtained in all the measurements.
3.3

X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDIES (XRD)

X-ray diffraction studies of the prepared AgI sample shows formation of dominant
hexagonal β-AgI phase along with the face centred γ-AgI phase (Fig. 3.1 (a-c)). As γ-AgI
shares the most intense XRD peaks along with β-AgI, the distinction for the presence of
γ-AgI was obtained from the peaks at 2θ values of 56.66 and 62.25 corresponding to
(400) and (331) reflections. The intensities of β-AgI phase from the ICDD pattern (ICDDAgI-00-009-0374) [1] is represented in Fig 3.1(b). The γ-AgI phase of AgI with ICDD
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index AgI-00-009-0399 is represented in Fig. 3.1(c). The α-phase of AgI transforms into
β and γ polymorphs [2] upon cooling from high temperature.

Fig. 3.1 XRD pattern of (a) AgI as-prepared (Before slash (/) indexing: β-AgI and after
indexing: γ-AgI and ICDD patterns of (b) β-AgI (ICDD-AgI-00-009-0374)
and (c) γ-AgI (ICDD-AgI-00-009-0399)

The XRD patterns of nominal compositions, AgI1-xClx (x = 0 to 0.25) are shown in
Fig. 3.2 (a) to (d). Major reflections of cubic AgCl at 2θ = 27.28, 31.58 and 45.38 from
the respective planes of (111), (200) and (220) (ICDD-AgCl-00-001-1013) were observed
for compositions of x ≥ 0.05 in AgI1-xClx. The solubility limit of around 6 mol% of AgCl
in AgI was reported by Ihara et al. by measuring the β-AgI to α-AgI phase transition
temperature [3] and also from the phase diagram of AgCl and AgI [4]. From the present
studies using XRD, the solubility limit of AgCl in AgI is found to be less than 5 mol%,
which is reasonably close to the reported solubility limit determined by Ihara et al. [3].
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Fig. 3.2 XRD pattern of AgI1-xClx with x as (a) 0, (b) 0.05, (c) 0.1 and (d) 0.25.
(*) represents the precipitated cubic AgCl phase (ICDD-AgCl-00-001-1013)

3.3.1

Unit cell volume calculation

The lattice parameters calculated using Scherrer formula [5] for the compositions of
AgI1-xClx is given in Table 3.1 below. An error of (±) 10 % was observed from the lattice
parameter calculations carried out on AgI1-xClx.
Table 3.1 Lattice parameters of AgI1-xClx (x=0 to 0.1)

Sl.No AgI1-xClx Lattice parameter*
x is
Å
a
c
0
4.58
7.46
1.
0.025
4.59
7.50
2.
0.05
4.59
7.49
3.
0.1
4.58
7.49
4.
*Deduced from the XRD patterns recorded. The error for the estimate is (±) 10 %

Since the crystal structure of AgI and AgCl are hexagonal and cubic at room temperature
respectively [6], the lattice parameter variation after incorporating AgCl in AgI will be
different in different directions of unit cell. Therefore, the change in the cell dimension
can be seen by calculating the unit cell volume for each composition. The unit cell
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volume of AgI1-xClx from the lattice parameter for the composition was calculated based
on the following equation [7]:
V=

c

3 ∗ a2 ∗ 2 = 0.866 ∗ a2 ∗ c

(3.1)

The volume calculated using the above equation for respective compositions are given in
Table 3.2. From the data, there was no appreciable change in cell volume with increasing
-

-

Cl addition even though the ionic radius of Cl (ionic radii: 1.81 Å [8]) is smaller than that
-

of I (ionic radii: 2.2 Å). The variation of the cell volume is within the error limit of
estimation.
Table 3.2 Cell volume of AgI1-xClx where (x=0 to 0.1)

Sl.No AgI1-xClx Unit cell volume*
x is
(Å)3
0
135.92
1.
0.025
136.94
2.
0.05
136.69
3.
0.1
136.38
4.
*Calculated from the lattice parameters Table 3.1. Error for the estimate is (±) 10 %.
-

There should be a decrease in the unit cell dimension due to the incorporation of Cl in
AgI matrix as reported by Ihara et al. [3]. However, the present investigations did not
reveal any change in the lattice parameter or volume. The values of lattice parameter
obtained in the present study matched with that of the reported literature data. The
quantitative value of lattice loosening (η) [9] was calculated by using

Sx
S Ag

as defined in

2
the paper of Ihara et al., where, SAg is defined as πrAg
(r is the ionic radius of the Ag+ ion).

Sx for the above calculation [3] was taken from the respective ionic radius of the anions
-

(I- and Cl ) and the lattice parameters of the respective compositions and is given in
equation (3.2). The calculated value of lattice loosening (η) occurring due to the addition
of Cl- in AgI is given Table 3.3.
Sx =

3
4

π

2
∗ a2 ∗ 2 1 − x rI2(−) − xrCl
(−)

(3.2)
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where a is the lattice parameter of AgI1-xClx (x=0-0.1), x is the concentration of Cl- ion, rI-

is the ionic radius of I- ion, rCl- is the ionic radius of Cl ion.
Table 3.3 Value of lattice loosening for AgI1-xClx

Sl.No AgI1-xClx Lattice loosening
𝐒𝐱
x
𝛈=
𝐒𝐀𝐠
1.
2.
3.
4.

0
0.025
0.05
0.1

0.166
0.159
0.152
0.142

From the above values there is no appreciable change in the lattice loosening as the
calculated values are within (±) 10 % deviation. Therefore, the substitution of Cl- in AgI
gives rise to negligible lattice loosening, which is also seen in the case of unit cell volume
calculations.
3.4

MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISATION

Scanning electron microscopy images are shown in Fig. 3.3 and 3.4. The images shows
dense surface of AgI with average particle size of around 150 nm. The smaller grains are
due to the coated gold particles used for conduction of the pellet under study in
Fig. (3.3 (a) and (b)). On comparing the average particle size for AgI to AgI0.975Cl0.025,
there was little variation in the average particle size (Fig. 3.3 (b)). There is a distinct
change in the morphology in AgI0.95Cl0.05 when compared with AgI (Fig. 3.4 (a)), where
agglomerates are seen along with the main matrix. This could be due to the precipitation
of AgCl from the AgI0.95Cl0.05 as the composition AgI0.95Cl0.05 is just above the solubility
limit as observed in XRD patterns. The precipitate of AgCl is more pronounced in Fig.
3.4 (b) for AgI0.94Cl0.06 which confirms that the agglomerates distinctly seen from the
main matrix is due to the precipitation of AgCl. These results again corroborate the
observations from X-ray diffracted patterns which show the reflection from AgCl planes
above the 5 mol% AgCl in AgI.
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Fig. 3.3 Scanning electron microscope images of (a) AgI and (b) AgI0.975Cl0.025

Fig. 3.4 Scanning electron microscope images of (a) AgI0.95Cl0.05 and (b) AgI0.94Cl0.06

The EDX patterns (Fig. 3.5 and 3.6) for AgI0.975Cl0.025 and AgI0.94Cl0.06, are observed to
be significantly different from the morphologically different areas, showing a large
-

variation in the Cl concentration in the regions which are brighter compared to darker
regions. This corroborates the precipitation of AgCl in AgI1-xClx compositions as the
observed solubility limit was around x~0.05 from XRD studies.
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Fig. 3.5 EDX of AgI0.975Cl0.025 for the image shown in Fig. 3.3 (b) in a
specified spot

Fig. 3.6 EDX of AgI0.94Cl0.06 for the image shown in Fig. 3.4 (b) in a
specified spot appearing as clusters
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3.5

DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRIC (DSC) MEASUREMENTS

To understand the thermal characteristics of the AgI1-xClx, DSC studies were carried out.
The plots obtained from DSC measurements carried out on AgI1-xClx (x=0 to 0.1) are
shown in Fig. 3.7 to 3.11. The plot of AgI shows onset of β to α phase transition
-

temperature around 420 K. Further, increasing the concentration of Cl in AgI shows a
melt-type transition. The phase transition temperature was found to reduce from ~420 K
in AgI to ~404 K in AgI0.975Cl0.025. Also, for composition above x ≥ 0.05, the onset of β to
α phase transition temperature was also found to be around 404 K. All the compositions
above x≥0.05 in AgI1-xClx were found to have nearly the same onset temperature for
phase transition. The incorporation of Cl- into the β-AgI structure will cause defects in the
hexagonal crystal lattice. The defects in such crystals can be incorporated as long as the
crystal structure can withstand the distortions. Beyond the critical defect concentration
[10], the lattice will no longer withstand the distortion and will change to the disordered
or high temperature phase (α-phase). Also, as the crystal structures of AgI and AgCl are
different below the β to α phase transition temperature, this could lead to the enhancement
of Frenkel defects in the crystal [3]. This shows that above x≥0.05, the crystal structure of
AgI could not accommodate AgCl. It was also observed that there were two different
slopes in the β to α transition region. This could be due to the difference in the lattice
structure as the structure of AgCl is cubic and that of AgI is hexagonal before the phase
transition. This is clearly resolved when the concentration of AgCl is less in AgI. But for
AgI0.9Cl0.1, in Fig. 3.11, the difference in slope for the phase transition is not seen, which
shows that the concentration of AgCl is sufficiently larger so that the heat required for the
crystal structure transformation becomes unresolved compared to the phase transition.
The above interpretation can be correlated to the phase diagram shown in Fig. 3.12. For
the transition around 419 K, corresponding to the phase change from β/γ-phase to αphase, the slope is negative in the phase diagram as seen in Fig. 3.12. Therefore, the
temperature for phase transition for the compositions of AgI1-xClx in the range 0≤x≤ 0.1,
-

decreases with addition of Cl in AgI.
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Fig. 3.7 DSC pattern of AgI

Fig. 3.8 DSC pattern of AgI0.975Cl0.025
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Fig. 3.9 DSC pattern of AgI0.95Cl0.05

Fig. 3.10 DSC pattern of AgI0.94Cl0.06
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Fig. 3.11 DSC pattern of AgI0.9Cl0.1

Fig. 3.12 Phase diagram of AgI-AgCl composition with temperature [4]
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The plot of onset of β to α transition temperature with respect to the concentration of Cl

-

in AgI1-xClx is shown in Fig. 3.13. The gradation in the onset phase transition temperature
is reflected with increase in the concentration of AgCl in AgI. Beyond the solubility limit,
the DSC results show no change in the β to α transition temperature, which again confirm
the solubility of AgCl in AgI to be around 5 mol%.

Fig. 3.13 Plot of β-AgI to α-AgI phase transition temperature vs concentration of Clin AgI from DSC measurements

3.6

SOLUBILITY

LIMIT

ESTIMATION

USING

AAS

AND

XPS

TECHNIQUES
3.6.1

Solubility studies using Atomic Absorption Spectrometer (AAS)

The solubility of AgI in ammonia solution is dependent on the pH of the solution and
hence, an optimum pH should be used to study the dissolution of AgCl added AgI in
ammonia. For the same reason, different concentration of ammonia (26.76 M, 17.84 M,
5.32 M and 2.67 M) were used to optimise the solubility of AgI. The estimated Ag+ ion
concentration for AgI towards different concentrations of ammonia is shown in Table 3.4.
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The ammonia concentration for dissolving AgCl was optimised as 17.84 M for analysis.
Even though variation with different concentration of ammonia was little, a better
consistency was observed when the concentration of ammonia was around 17.84 M
which was taken as the optimised concentration for dissolution of AgCl.
Table 3.4 Concentration of Ag+ ions in AgI using AAS

Sl.No: Concentration
Ag+
of ammonia concentration
(M)

(μg/ml)

1.

26.76

4.0

2.

17.84

4.8

3.

5.32

4.2

4.

2.67

4.6

The results of the Ag+ estimation on the samples of AgI0.975Cl0.025 are shown in Table 3.5.
From the table, as-prepared samples contain the maximum insoluble AgCl, which is
56.56 % of the theoretically calculated Ag+ ion concentration as AgCl in AgI0.975Cl0.025.
Hence, 43.4 % of AgCl has dissolved in AgI even before heating the sample.
Table 3.5 Concentration of Ag+ ions leached from the AgI1-xClx matrix

Sl.
No.

Sample
composition

Sample
condition

Concentration of Ag+ as AgCl
in AgI1-xClx solid (theoretical)

Concentration
of Ag+

(mmol)

(mmol)

1.

AgI0.975Cl0.025

as-prepared

0.23

0.13

2.

AgI0.975Cl0.025

heated

0.23

0.02

3.

AgI0.95Cl0.05

as-prepared

0.46

0.27

4.

AgI0.95Cl0.05

heated

0.46

0.11

This shows that after heating the sample AgI0.975Cl0.025, 91 % of the Ag+ ions with respect
to the theoretical value of AgI0.975Cl0.025 have dissolved into AgI matrix. This shows the
formation of the solid solution is envisaged for composition < 5 mol % of AgCl in AgI.
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An error of (±)10 % is observed in this analysis. Around 41.3 % of the Ag+ ion has
dissolved in the AgI matrix for the composition AgI0.95Cl0.05. This is in correlation with
the as-prepared AgI0.975Cl0.025 sample. Similarly, after heating, AgI0.95Cl0.05, 76.08 % of
the theoretical value has dissolved in AgI matrix. From XRD results, the solubility limit
of AgCl in AgI was x≥0.05 in AgI1-xClx. Thus, the excess 14.92 % leaching into ammonia
solution from AgI0.95Cl0.05 when compared to AgI0.975Cl0.025, could be due to the insoluble
AgCl in the heated samples.
3.6.2

Elucidation of AgCl solubility in AgI by using X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy

As the concentration of chlorine in AgI0.975Cl0.025 was below the detection limit of the
instrument, the effect of the addition of Cl- in Ag 3d and I 3d patterns were unseen for asprepared samples and heated samples. Therefore, only the XPS patterns of AgI0.95Cl0.05
are discussed. From the Cl 2p patterns observed in Fig. 3.14, the major peak of Clcorresponds to the one which has formed the solid solution with AgI at 198.8 and

Fig. 3.14 XPS patterns of Cl 2p of AgI0.9 5Cl0.05 as-prepared sample. # represent
the insoluble AgCl and * represents Cl- in AgI
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Fig. 3.15 XPS patterns of Cl 2p of AgI0.9 5Cl0.05 sample after heating at
473 K and washing with ammonia

200.6 eV. It is also observed that the as-prepared samples have additional peaks at 200.0
and 201.8 eV, which corresponds to the Cl- adjacent to Ag+ and this could be due to the
presence of AgCl in the sample as an insoluble entity. All the curve fitted peaks have a
FWHM of ~1 eV. In Fig. 3.15, for heated AgI0.95Cl0.05, the peaks at 198.8 eV and
200.6 eV correspond to the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 of Cl- in the vicinity of Ag+ as a solid solution
[11].
Ag 3d and I 3d patterns of AgI0.95Cl0.05 are shown in Fig. 3.16 and 3.17. For as-prepared
AgI0.95Cl0.05, the binding energies of the major Ag 3d peak is around 369.4 eV for
Ag 3d5/2 which corresponds to the binding energy of Ag 3d in AgI [12]. With a difference
of 6.0 eV from the 3d5/2 peak, the Ag 3d3/2 peak was observed at 375.4 eV as shown in
Fig. 3.16 (a). For samples heated to 473 K, there were additional peaks at higher binding
energies of 370.7 and 376.6 eV which is 1.2 eV far from the major Ag 3d (which arises
from Ag 3d close to I-){Fig. 3.16 (b)}. As reported in the literature, Ag+ close to Cl- will
have up to 2 eV more binding energies than Ag+ close to I- [13]. Similarly, the I 3d
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pattern observed for AgI0.95Cl0.05 also shows the major peaks of I 3d5/2 and I 3d3/2 at 620.5
and 631.9 eV {Fig. 3.17 (a)}. The change in the chemical environment due to the
presence of Cl- is seen in two new peaks at 618.1 and 630.0 eV which are ~1.7 eV away
from the major peaks of I- corresponding to I 3d5/2 and I 3d1/2 {Fig. 3.17 (b)}. It was
inferred from AAS studies that the solubility limit for AgCl in AgI is x≤0.05 in AgI1-xClx.
Also, the formation of solid solution even in the as-prepared samples from AAS studies
proves that around 41 % of AgCl dissolves in AgI. XPS corroborates the results of AAS,
as the Cl 2p peak of AgI0.95Cl0.05 shows more intense insoluble AgCl peak which is
distinct from the Cl 2p corresponding to the soluble Cl- in AgI (Fig. 3.15). The insoluble
Cl- peaks are removed after washing with ammonia (Fig. 3.15). Similar observations were
seen in the results pertaining to the Ag+ ion concentration obtained from AAS results.
Therefore, the result from both AAS and XPS concludes the formation of the solid
solution even for the as-prepared sample and also on the solubility of AgCl in AgI. The
summary of binding energies of the XPS analysis is presented in Table 3.6
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Fig. 3.16 XPS patterns of Ag 3d of AgI0.95Cl0.05 ammonia washed (a) as-prepared sample and (b) heated to
473 K. * represents the change in the chemical environment due to the substitution of Cl- ion
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Fig. 3.17 XPS patterns of I 3d of AgI0.95Cl0.05 ammonia washed (a) as-prepared sample and (b)
heated to 473 K. * represents the change in the chemical environment due to the substitution
of Cl- ion
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Table 3.6 Summary of binding energies of Cl 2p, I 3d and Ag 3d
Element

Cl 2p

Ag 3d

Sample

as-prepared

Orbital

2p3/2

2p1/2

2p3/2

2p1/2

3d5/2

3d3/2

3d5/2

3d3/2

3d5/2

3d3/2

3d5/2

3d3/2

198.8

200.6

198.8

200.4

369.4

375.4

369.4

375.4

620.5

631.9

620.5

631.9

200.0

201.8

370.7

376.6

618.1

630.0

Major
peaks
Additional
peaks

3.7

STUDIES

heated

as-prepared

I 3d

-

RELATED

-

TO

heated

IONIC

as-prepared

-

CONDUCTION

heated

AND

BULK

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
3.7.1

Transport number measurement studies

Generally, high ionic conduction is a prerequisite for solid electrolytes that are employed
in potentiometric sensors. Thus, it is essential to quantify the percentage of ionic
transference in such materials. The ionic transference numbers were measured for
AgI1-xClx using a perturbation potential of 0.5 V. Initially, at time t=0, the current
measured after the application of a DC potential of 0.5 V is due to both ionic and
electronic conduction. In AgI1-xClx compounds, the ionic conduction is due to the Ag+
ions. After a fixed duration of time, the ionic movement ceases. Once the ionic movement
ceases after around 7 min of application of the potential, electronic movement will give
rise to the current. Typical plots of current vs. time are given in Fig. 3.18 (a) and (b). The
inset shows the enlarged version of the decrease of initial current with time. The figure
shows the typical behavior of a solid electrolyte under the application of a DC potential.
Initial current, mainly the sum of ionic and electronic is very high. Eventually the current
falls to constant value, where only electronic current persists. The rates of decrease in the
current with time are ~ 1.19*10-4 A∙s-1 and 2.07*10-4 A∙s-1 for AgI at 298 and 423 K
respectively when the region corresponding to ionic movement is fitted to a linear plot.
This result again correlates to the increased ionic transport number due to the phase
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.18 Typical plot of current vs. time for AgI at (a) 298 and (b) 423 K with a DC
potential of 0.5 V. The inset shows the enlarged plot of the initial current.

transition of AgI into highly conducting α-phase. The measured ionic transference
number for AgI1-xClx is given in Table 3.7.
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Table 3.7 Measured ionic transference number in percentage for AgI1-xClx at different
temperatures

Transference number
%
Temperature 298 K 373 K 423 K 473 K
Sample

AgI

99.32

99.89

99.89

99.88

AgI0.975Cl0.025

99.25

99.89

99.89

99.89

AgI0.95Cl0.05

99.36

99.81

99.82

99.82

AgI0.9Cl0.1

99.20

99.72

99.79

99.86

The ionic transference was calculated using the equation:
t ion =

i initial −i final
i initial

(3.18)

where tion is the ionic transference number, iinitial is the initial current which was calculated
by fitting a line to the first five experimentally observed values and taking the y-intercept
as the iinitial. In the above equation, ifinal is the final current obtained by taking the average
values of current in the constant current region once the ionic migration ceases.
At room temperature, β-phase is poorly conducting compared to α-phase which is formed
after ~423 K. Thus, the transference number before the transition temperature was lower
compared to that in the highly conducting α-phase. Also, after the solubility limit of
AgI0.95Cl0.05, the tion was found to reduce probably due to the precipitation of AgCl in the
matrix.

Transport measurements carried out on compositions of AgI1-xClx (x=0-0.06) show
transference number for ionic conduction from 99.2% to 99.89 % from room temperature
to 473 K. At room temperature, the β-AgI phase is the major contribution for the ionic
transference number. As the temperature increases and reaches the β-AgI to α-AgI
transition, the ionic transference number increases to 99.8 %. For other compositions of
AgI1-xClx(x=0.025-0.06) similar trend in the transference number was observed. This
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shows that the number of ionic charges available for conduction paths does not change
much with the incorporation of AgCl in AgI above 423 K.
3.7.2

Electrical conductivity studies

Electrical conductivity values of a solid electrolyte are essential for understanding the
optimum temperature and compositions which has highest conductivity values. This in
turn is useful in potentiometric sensing studies based on the solid electrolytes. The
conductivity studies were carried out in the temperature range of 298 K to 523 K for the
compositions of AgI1-xClx (x=0-0.06). Typical Nyquist plots for AgI using a perturbation
potential of 0.15 V at different temperatures are given in Fig. 3.19 (a-f).
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Fig. 3.19 Typical Nyquist plots for AgI at temperatures (a) 298 K and
(b) 373 K
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Fig. 3.19 Typical Nyquist plots for AgI at temperatures (c) 408 K and
(d) 413 K
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Fig. 3.19 Typical Nyquist plots for AgI at temperatures (e) 417 K and
(f) 473 K
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Resolving the bulk resistance of a material from the grain boundary resistance, demands
for the use of appropriate equivalent circuits to fit the experimentally obtained Nyquist
plot. Ceramic solid electrolyte based on YSZ was fitted in the admittance plane using
circuit proposed by Bauerle (Bauerle equivalent circuit) [14]. The circuit was then
routinely used to understand the bulk and grain boundary resistance and also the electrode
interfaces. Typical Bauerle equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3.20
R1

R2

R3

C1

C3

C2

grain

The circuit

electrode

Element grain Freedom
Value
Error
interface
interface
(g) Fixed(X)
R1
0
N/A
(gb)
(ei)
C1
Fixed(X)
0
N/A
R2
Fixed(X)
0
N/A
Fig. 3.20 Bauerle equivalent circuit
C3
Fixed(X)
0
N/A
R3
N/A
elements
of grain (g),Fixed(X)
grain boundary0 (gb) and electrode
C2
Fixed(X)
0
N/A

Error %
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
interface N/A
(ei) are
N/A

connected in series. Here R1, R2, R3 and C1, C3, C2 represents the resistance and

Data File:
Circuit Model File:
capacitance of the grain, grain boundary and the electrode interfaces respectively.
Mode:
Run Simulation / Freq. Range (0.001 - 1000000)
Maximum Iterations:
100
Similarly, for the compositions of AgI1-xClx, the equivalent circuit used for resolving the
Optimization Iterations:
0
Type of Fitting:
Complex
bulk resistance is shown
in the Fig. 3.21. In the figure
the circuit “R1 and C1” represents
Type of Weighting:
Calc-Modulus

the bulk (grain) of the material. The fitting was complete only with the usage of an
inductor element (L1). As there is a possibility of inductance in the high frequency region
from the electrode leads. But, the instrument was short periodically using the calibration
standard. Also, the inductor characteristics were not observed at room temperature for all
the compositions. Therefore, the only possibility could be due to the presence of an air
gap between the electrode-electrolyte interfaces causing the Nyquist plot to be in the
fourth quadrant at high frequency.
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R1

R2

R3

C1

C3

CPE1

L1

grain
interface

grain

electrode
interface

Element
Freedom
Value
Error
Error %
R1
Fixed(X)
0
N/A
N/A
circuit used 0for fitting AgI1-xClN/A
x
C1Fig. 3.21 Equivalent
Fixed(X)
N/A
L1
Fixed(X)
0
N/A
N/A
Here R1, R2 and R3
represent
the
resistance
of
the
grain
(bulk),
grain
boundary
and
R2
Fixed(X)
0
N/A
N/A
C3
Fixed(X)
0
N/A
N/A
electrode interface. R3
C1 and C2 represent
the grain0 and the grainN/A
boundary capacitance.
Fixed(X)
N/A
CPE1-T
Fixed(X)
0
N/A
N/A
1
The constant phase CPE1-P
element (
),
where
j
is
the
imaginary
unit,
ω
is
the
angular
Fixed(X)
1
N/A
N/A
n
(j∗ω) ∗Q1

File:
frequency and Q1 isData
a parameter
to represent the CPE. When the exponent n is zero, the
Circuit Model File:
electrode interface Mode:
behaves as a resistor,
Maximum Iterations:
Optimization Iterations:
behaves as a pure capacitor which in turn
Type of Fitting:
Type of Weighting:

Freq. Range (0.001 - 1000000)
when nRun
is Simulation
one, the /constant
phase element

will

100
0
treat the electrode
Complex
Calc-Modulus

interface as a parallel

resistor and capacitor. A CPE (constant phase element) was used to fit the electrodeelectrolyte interface with varying orders of n for AgI1-xClx.
The bulk resistance was calculated for AgI at different temperatures. The bulk
conductivity was then calculated as explained in the experimental section using the
formula given in equation (3.4).
l

R1 = ρ A

(3.4)

where ρ is the resistivity, l is the thickness of the pellet used and A is the surface area of
the pellet packed by the electrode and R1 is the bulk resistance. The plot of conductivity
(calculated from the resistivity value) and the temperature known as the Arrhenius plot
shows the transition of the phases from β to α as a huge jump in the conductivity as αcubic phase is the highly conducting phase.
Conductivity studies on the compositions of AgI1-xClx (x= 0-0.06) show typical behavior
of AgI conductor with a sudden jump of conductivity during β-AgI to α-AgI transition
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temperature around 423 K. Fig. 3.22 shows the Arrhenius plot obtained for the
compositions of AgI1-xClx (x = 0, 0.025, 0.05 and 0.06). Below ~423 K, the β-phase
shows an increase in the conductivity with temperature due to Frenkel defects arising
because of difference in the crystal structure of AgCl and AgI. The transition (β to α)
temperature of AgI decreases with increase in Cl- concentration in AgI. The deduced
transition temperature for AgI1-xClx (x=0-0.06) is given in Table 3.8. The introduction of
the new phase of AgCl above the composition of x≥0.05 in AgI1-xClx, as discussed in
XRD, leads to decrease in the number of Ag+ ions paths for effective conduction. Thus,
the conductivity decreases due to the precipitation of AgCl as a separate phase, beyond
the solubility limit. After α phase formation, the conductivity values for all the
compositions of AgI1-xClx were found to be the same, irrespective of the concentration of
AgCl present within the solubility limit.
The β to α transition temperature from DSC measurements carried on the composition
AgI1-xClx (x=0-0.1) show the same trend in

phase transition temperatures obtained from conductivity measurements. Thus, it
confirms the solubility limit of AgCl in AgI is less than 5 mol%. The transport
measurements also correlates the results from electrical conductivity measurements at 423
K where α-AgI phase for all the compositions studied were found to have nearly the same
conductivity values.
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Fig. 3.22 Arrhenius plots of AgI1-xClx with x as (-▲-) 0, (-●-) 0.025, (-■-) 0.05 and
(-o-) 0.06
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Table 3.8 β-AgI to α-AgI phase transition temperature for AgI1-xClx (x = 0-0.06)
from conductivity measurements

3.8

AgI1-xClx
x is

β to α phase transition
temperature, K

0

416

0.025

394

0.05

398

0.06

404

CONCLUSION

The characterisation of AgI1-xClx (x=0-0.25) synthesized by co-precipitation method
using various facilities like XRD, SEM, DSC, electrical conductivity, ionic transference
number measurement, XPS and AAS are dealt in this chapter. The onset temperature for β
to α phase transition in AgI with the addition of AgCl measured using DSC and bulk
electrical conductivity studies shows decrease in the onset temperature pertaining to β to
α transition in AgI. The investigations were further supported by the study of the
morphology using SEM and percentage ionic character using ionic transport
measurements. The solubility limit of AgCl in AgI studies using AAS and XPS facilities
confirms the preferential leaching of the precipitated AgCl in AgI1-xClx composition
beyond its solubility limit. The chemical environment change occurring to Ag and I ions
in AgI1-xClx from XPS studies confirms the precipitation of AgCl. All these
characterisation studies revealed that the solubility limit of AgCl is <5 mol % in AgI.
These characterisation studies were important in predicting the usefulness of appropriate
composition to be employed in sensing studies and related mechanism to be discussed in
subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER 4
HALOGEN SENSING CHARACTERISTICS OF AgI1-xClx (x=0-0.05)
4.1

INTRODUCTION

Potentiometric sensors offer several advantages over other modes of sensing like
conductometric, optical, etc. These sensors are highly selective and the sensing using
such type of sensors is independent of the geometry of the cell [1]. The need for the
halogen sensors has already been emphasised in the introduction chapter. This chapter
elaborates the principle and the sensing characteristics of AgI1-xClx (x= 0 to 0.05) towards
iodine and chlorine in trace levels.
4.2

EXPERIMENTAL

As discussed in the experimental section, sensor studies using iodine and chlorine were
done in two different modes: iodine sensing was carried out in a dynamic mode where
argon was used for introducing iodine into the glass chamber. A graduated syringe was
used, in the case of chlorine, for admitting the gas into the reaction chamber. For halogen
sensing studies, the sensing configuration was housed in a 1 L glass chamber. Theoretical
calculations of emf were carried out from the basic thermodynamic functions of AgI at
428 K.
4.3

PRINCIPLE OF HALOGEN SENSING BY AgI1-XClX

A sketch of the potentiometric cell employed for sensing is given in Fig. 4.1. The mobile
species involved in the compositions of AgI1-xClx is mainly Ag+ ions. For the
potentiometric cell, Ag|AgI1-xClx|Pt, X2, where X2=I2/Cl2 involving the respective
compositions will have an overall cell reaction as:
AgI

428 K

Ag + 0.5I2

(4.1)
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Cell configuration: Ag|AgI1-xClx|Pt

(a)

Platinum leads

(d) Solid electrolyte: AgI1-xClx pellet

(b)

Silver pellet

(e) Working electrode (Pt)

(c)

Silver thick film
Fig. 4.1 Sketch of the electrochemical cell used for sensing halogen

The reference electrode for potentiometric cell was metallic silver and therefore, activity
of the Ag in the reference side will be unity, as silver metal is in the standard state. The
redox reaction occurring at the electrode under equilibrium condition is given as:
Ag + + e−

428 K

Ag

(4.2)

Nernst equation for this cell is as given in equation (4.3) where E is the emf of the cell, R
is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature; n is the number of electrons
transferred in the overall reaction, F is the Faraday constant and a Ag is the activity of
silver in the working electrode.
E=

RT
1
ln
nF
aAg

(4.3)

Based on the above equation, activity of silver (aAg ) is reduced at the working electrode
side in the presence of iodine vapour. Therefore, the emf of the potentiometric cell
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Fig. 4.2 Transient response of AgI and ~40 vppm of iodine gas at 428 K

increases. The typical transient obtained on exposure to iodine by AgI is shown in
Fig. 4.2. The sensor retraced to its baseline when the cell was purged with argon. Purging
of the chamber causes desorption of the gases adsorbed inside the electrochemical cell
surface and also from the entire chamber.
4.3.1

Theoretical emf calculation

Consider the formation of AgI from its constituent elements in the standard state:
Ag + 0.5I2 ↔ AgI

(4.4)

The standard Gibbs energyformation of AgI at 428 K is -67.442 kJ∙mol-1 [2]. The
standard emf corresponding to temperature 428 K can be calculated from the equation
o
∆GAgI
= −nFE o

(4.5)

o
where ∆GAgI
is the standard Gibbs energy formation of AgI, n is the number of electrons

in the redox reaction, F is the Faraday’s constant, Eo is the emf of the cell in the standard
state. The standard emf (Eo), with n=1 is around 698.9 mV. Considering the activity of
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AgI and Ag to be unity, the emf of the cell (E) and the concentration of iodine/chlorine
are related by the equation (4.6).
RT

E = E o − 2F lna[I2 /Cl 2 ]

(4.6)

where R is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature,a[I2/Cl2] represents the
activity of iodine or chlorine. By varying the concentration of the halogens there will be a
change in the emf (E) of the cell.
4.4

IODINE SENSING CHARACTERISTICS

The iodine sensing characteristics of the three compositions AgI, AgI0.975Cl0.025 and
AgI0.95Cl0.05 towards ~6-60 vppm of iodine at 428 K was carried out using argon carrier.
The flow rate was optimised as 10 mL/min and fluctuations observed during the flow of

Fig. 4.3 Typical variation in the baseline of AgI based electrochemical
cell during the passage of the argon carrier gas

Ar gas was around 1 mV change only. Fig. 4.3 represents the typical baseline recorded
during the flow of Ar gas into the glass chamber containing the electrochemical cell.
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Generally, the average time for response and 90 % retrace (to the baseline value) were
around ~7 min and ~58 min for all the compositions investigated. This shows that the
kinetics for the sensing and retrace are the same for all the compositions under study. For
the same concentration of iodine vapour admitted, the response (change in the emf)
towards the gas is in the order AgI<AgI0.975Cl0.025<AgI0.95Cl0.05. Similar trend was
obtained for all the concentrations of iodine.
The typical transients obtained for AgI, AgI0.975Cl0.025 and AgI0.95Cl0.05 are shown in
Fig. 4.4-4.6. The response of the transient was calculated by taking the difference in the
emf of the cell after and before injecting the gas (equation (4.7)).
Response = Vgas − Vo

(4.7)

where Vo is the emf in air and Vgas is the emf in the presence of the halogen.

Fig. 4.4 Typical transient observed by AgI ~6 vppm of iodine at 428 K
in argon
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Fig. 4.5 Typical transient observed by AgI0.975Cl0.025 ~6 vppm of iodine at 428 K
in argon

Fig. 4.6 Typical transient observed by AgI0.95Cl0.05 towards ~6 vppm of iodine at 428 K in
argon
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The calibration plot for the concentration of ~6-60 vppm of iodine vapour on the
compositions of AgI, AgI0.975Cl0.025 and AgI0.95Cl0.05 are shown in Fig. 4.7 (a-c). The
value of the response of AgI towards the concentration of iodine was ~80-138 mV,
whereas for AgI0.975Cl0.025 and AgI0.95Cl0.05 the response was in the range of ~90-140 mV
and ~90-160 mV respectively. The values used in the calibration plot is the average
response obtained for 7 to 9 individual experiments conducted for a given composition of
AgI1-xClx towards a given concentration of iodine. The slopes for the three calibration
plots of AgI1-xClx after the linear fit are shown in Table 4.1. However exact reasons for
the response exhibited by AgI0.95Cl0.05 over the other compositions are not known.

Study on the Cs doped AgI by Sola et al. [3] showed the usefulness of the compound to
sense iodine from 385-5122 vppm at 373 K. On the other hand, the present studies using
AgI1-xClx (x=0, 0.025 and 0.05) showed at least 80 mV change for ~6 vppm of iodine
itself. The possibility of sensing low concentrations of iodine could be due to the
temperature (428 K) of sensor studies. At this temperature, the kinetics of the sensing
process is expected to be significantly higher than at 373 K [3].
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Fig. 4.7 Calibration plot of iodine sensing in the range of ~6-60 vppm for (a) AgI
(b) AgI0.975Cl0.025 and (c) AgI0.95Cl0.05 in argon
Table 4.1 Fit parameters for the calibration plot for AgI 1-xClx towards iodine sensing

Composition Fit parameters for the linear fit
y = A + Bx
A, mV

B, mV

AgI

44.24

35.49

AgI0.975Cl0.025

46.44

25.70

AgI0.95Cl0.05

29.50

30.94

Other compositions of AgI1-xClx (x>0.05) were also tested for iodine sensing in the same
range of concentration of the iodine. The compositions of AgI1-xClx above x≥0.06 were
found to give low sensitivity towards iodine. As emphasised from the XRD and electrical
conductivity studies in chapter 3, the limit of solubility of AgCl in AgI in the composition
AgI1-xClx was x≤0.05. The reduction in the sensitivity above x > 0.05 in AgI1-xClx could
be due to the precipitation of the AgCl phase. It was also proved in the ionic transference
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number measurements that the transference number for ions got reduced with the increase
in the Cl- concentration above the solubility limit of AgI0.95Cl0.05. Thus, the ionic
conduction got reduced due to the precipitation of the AgCl phase. The details of studies
based on the solubility product and the ionic transference number measurement were
discussed in detail in chapter 3.
4.5

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTALLY OBSERVED VALUES TO THE
THEORETICAL CALCULATED EMF

It was described in section 4.3.1 that the emf of the electrochemical cell Ag|AgI1-xClx|Pt
increases with the increase in the concentration of iodine. The plots of theoretical emf to
the experimentally observed values are plotted in Fig. 4.8. Fairly good agreement is
observed between the experimental values and theoretical predictions.

Fig. 4.8 Plot of experimental vs theoretical values of AgI1-xClx (x=0, 0.025 and
0.05) equilibrated with ~6-60 vppm of iodine at 428 K in argon
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4.6

CHLORINE SENSING CHARACTERISTICS

Chlorine sensing investigations were carried out on three compositions of AgI,
AgI0.975Cl0.025 and AgI0.95Cl0.05 in the range of 20-100 vppb of the gas. AgI0.975Cl0.025 and
AgI0.95Cl0.05 were found to give good response to trace levels (vppb) of chlorine gas. It
was found that the AgI pellet did not retrace back after the injection of chlorine gas. This
could be due to the formation of AgCl at the electrolyte|working-electrode interface due
to the reaction of AgI with Cl2. This stable layer can mask the activity of Ag on the
working electrode side slowing down the normal retrace of the potentiometric cell. A
methodology for elucidating such trace levels of gas adsorption is presented in chapter 5.
Typical transients observed for AgI0.975Cl0.025 are shown in Fig. 4.9 (a) and 4.9 (b) and
that observed for AgI0.95Cl0.05 are shown in Fig. 4.10 (a) and 4.10 (b) respectively. The
average response time was around 7 min for both the compositions of AgI1-xClx
(x=0.025 and 0.05). The average 90 % retrace times for the compositions were around
12 min.
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Fig. 4.9 (a) Typical transients observed for AgI0.975Cl0.025
towards 20 vppb Cl2 in air

Fig. 4.9 (b) Typical transients observed for AgI0.975Cl0.025
towards 100 vppb Cl2 in air
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(a)

Fig. 4.10 (a) Typical transient exhibited by AgI0.95Cl0.05
towards 20 vppb Cl2 gas in air

Fig. 4.10 (b) Typical transient exhibited by AgI0.95Cl0.05
towards 100 vppb Cl2 in air
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With respect to the retrace behaviour, the time required for removing the gas injected will
be more compared to the response time, as the gas molecules would have stuck to the
cooler regions of the glass chamber and requires more time for desorption. Also, iodine
being a vapour will be condensing on the relatively cooler parts of the chamber making it
still slower to desorb the vapours. Thus, it is observed that the average 90 % retrace times
of AgI1-xClx towards iodine was more compared to that of chlorine.
Compositions above x>0.05 of AgI1-xClx system exhibited low sensitivity towards
chlorine in the range of 20-100 vppb and hence were not considered for further sensor
studies. This could be the same reason as explained in the iodine sensing characteristics
exhibited by the same set of the compounds. The calibration plots of AgI0.975Cl0.025 and
AgI0.95Cl0.05 are shown in Fig. 4.11.
From the slope of the calibration plot, the sensitivity for both the compositions were
found to be the same whereas the response for the composition of AgI0.95Cl0.05 was found
to be higher than that of AgI0.975Cl0.025. The response of AgI0.975Cl0.025 was in the range of
15-60 mV whereas the range for AgI0.95Cl0.05 was around 30-120 mV. Table 4.2 gives the
parameters used for fitting the calibration curve given in the Fig. 4.11.
The use of potentiometric sensors with auxiliary electrode, AgCl, was demonstrated in the
literature of Hotzel and Weppner [4]. The cell, Pt|Rb4AgI5|AgCl used for sensing chlorine
concentration from 102 vppm to percentage levels was demonstrated at 423 K. The
unstable sensing characteristics shown by Rb4AgI5 were reported to show a drift in the
baseline of the sensor during sensing. It is to be noted that AgI1-xClx (x=0.025 and 0.05) is
capable of sensing down to 20 vppb of chlorine. Further, no drift in the baseline was
observed over a period of several months.
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Fig 4.11 Calibration plots of (a) AgI0.975Cl0.025 and (b) AgI0.95Cl0.05
towards 20-100 vppb chlorine at 428 K in air
Table 4.2 Fit parameters for the calibration plot for AgI 1-xClx towards chlorine sensing

Composition Fit parameters for the linear fit
y = A + Bx

4.7

A, mV

B, mV

AgI0.975Cl0.025

-102.451

45.91

AgI0.95Cl0.05

-140.468

44.34

CONCLUSION

Sensing characteristics of the composition AgI, AgI0.975Cl0.025 and AgI0.95Cl0.05 show good
response towards iodine. Of the three compositions, AgI show maximum sensitivity
towards iodine in the range of ~6-60 vppm. Chlorine sensing studies carried out on
AgI0.975Cl0.025 and AgI0.95Cl0.05 show better sensitivity for AgI0.95Cl0.05 towards 20-100
vppb of Cl2. The compositions with x≥0.06 in AgI1-xClx was found to have lower
sensitivities as the ionic conductivity and the transference number was found to reduce
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with increase in Cl- content above x>0.05. Thus, it was possible to demonstrate the
usefulness of AgI1-xClx compositions to sense gases down to ~6 vppm of iodine and
~20 vppb of chlorine. Further detailed investigations are needed to understand the
enhanced sensitivities and responses exhibited by AgI0.95Cl0.05 towards iodine and
chlorine.
4.8
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CHAPTER 5
METHODOLOGY FOR ELUCIDATING THE MECHANISM OF AgI
SENSING TOWARDS CHLORINE
5.1

INTRODUCTION

From the material point of view, AgI was found to sense only iodine whereas AgI1-xClx
(x=0.025 and 0.05) were found to sense both iodine and chlorine. Since low level of
halogens were used for understanding the sensing characteristics, the adsorption of the
chlorine gas on the AgI surface leading to the formation of the thermodynamically stable
AgCl species was difficult to realise with the existing methodologies. A methodology to
analyse such low-levels of adsorption of a compound on the working electrode surface
was evolved using X-ray photoelectron and dielectric impedance spectroscopic
techniques. This chapter deals with the salient results obtained from these measurements.
5.2

EXPERIMENTAL

Using the in-house fabricated three electrode system, the interface of the two electrolytes
(AgI and AgI0.95Cl0.05) was studied using dielectric impedance spectroscopy. XPS studies
carried out on the surface gives information regarding the by-product formed which can
be envisaged as a change in the chemical environment of the material.
5.3

NON RETRACING BEHAVIOR OF AgI TOWARDS CHLORINE

Fig. 5.1 shows the typical transient observed for AgI when 40 vppb of Cl2 was injected at
428 K. The response (change in emf) for the injection of 40 vppb chlorine was around
232 mV. The value of emf then pegged around 452 mV which was ~80 mV higher than
the baseline emf of AgI at 428 K (~372 mV). Even after passing Ar for 50 min, the
baseline emf was not attained. The non retracibility of AgI towards chlorine gas strikes a
marked difference for the sensing characteristic of AgI, where the compound can only
sense iodine but not chlorine.
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The involvement of any reaction between Ag and Cl could be one reason for the non
retracing behaviour of AgI. Investigation of the top layer of the pellet after the interaction
and the study of the working electrode interface was the only way to understand the
mechanism, as the content of Cl- was very low that it cannot be detected using any other
technique. Thus, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy were used to explore the change in the chemical environment and to observe
the changes in the electrolyte/working electrode interface.

Fig. 5.1 Transient response for AgI towards 40 vppb Cl 2

5.3.1

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic studies

For XPS studies, the pellet was exposed to 500 vppb of chlorine at 428 K and then, the
quenched pellet was analysed using the facility. XPS studies on AgI after exposure to
chlorine (Fig. 5.2) shows Ag 3d main peak at 368.4 eV and 374.5 eV which corresponds
to Ag 3d5/2 and Ag 3d 3/2. The small peak at 370.0 and 376.1 eV adjacent to the main peak
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of Ag 3d at a higher binding energy difference of ~1.2 eV corresponds to Ag+ surrounded
by Cl- ions. From the literature, AgI and AgF whose anions are having the highest
electronegativity differences, the binding energy values of the bonded Ag+ ion was
varying only ~1.6 eV in magnitude [1]. Thus, the peak appearing at ~1.2 eV difference
from the main peak of Ag 3d corresponds to the formation of AgCl. AgCl, when formed
can also affect the XPS pattern of I- in the surrounding. As observed in Fig. 5.3
corresponding to I 3d pattern, a small peak with high binding energy of 621.2 eV at ~2.0
eV difference from the major I 3d5/2 peak, shows the presence of a highly electron
withdrawing groups close to the I- ion. The presence of Cl- around iodine in ICl was
reported to shift the binding energy of I 3d by ~2 eV from I 3d binding energy in AgI [1].
ICl is having a boiling point of 370 K [2]. Thus, at the temperature of the study ICl is a
gas, but, when the pellet is quenched to room temperature, ICl solidifies as 325 K is the
melting point of ICl [2]. The formation of the AgCl could be envisaged in a cell formed at
the interface of the working electrode and at the areas which are exposed to the gas (the
sides of the pellet). The reaction for the formation of AgCl can be represented as:
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Fig. 5.2 XPS pattern of Ag 3d peak after exposure to 500 vppb of Cl 2
gas at 428 K *represents the formation of AgCl

Fig. 5.3 XPS pattern of I 3d peak for AgI after exposure to 500 vppb of
Cl2 gas at 428 K
* represents the formation of ICl

AgI(s) + 0.5Cl2 (g)

428 K

AgCl(s) + ICl (g)

(5.1)

The AgCl formed stays as a solid layer on top of AgI, whereas ICl exists as a gas at these
temperatures and is removed while flushing with air. The formation of AgCl by silver ion
and ICl by iodide ion shifts the entire emf in favour of equilibrium towards AgCl, as
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Fig. 5.4 XPS pattern of Cl 2p peak in AgI after exposure to 500
vppb of Cl2 gas at 428 K

AgCl is thermodynamically more stable than AgI. The standard Gibbs energy of
formation of AgI and AgCl at room temperature (298 K) is -66.19 kJ/ mol and -109.72 kJ/
mol respectively [3]. The chance of removal of AgCl becomes difficult, if it forms on the
surface of AgI. This gives rise to a new emf on the surface due to the new equilibrium
established. The emf of any cell can be calculated using the equation:
ΔG = -nFE

(5.2)

The Gibbs energy for the formation of ICl is also negative at 428 K [4]. This also agrees
with the transient obtained for AgI when injected with chlorine. The emf value increases
after injection of chlorine even at ppb levels of concentration of gas as seen in Fig. 5.1.
The range of energies from 196 eV to 208 eV in XPS corresponds to the Cl 2p region
(Fig. 5.4). There is an increase in intensity of the Cl 2p region indicating the presence of
chlorine on the topmost layer of AgI after exposure to chlorine gas.
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5.3.2

Study on the working electrode interface of AgI using impedance
spectroscopy

The characterisation of the working electrode interface can be carried out in one of the
two ways:
(a)

On a symmetrical cell equipped with two nominally identical electrodes using a

small ac signal at zero dc polarisation. In this case, the polarisation obtained can be
divided into two, each obtained from two identical electrodes.
(b)

On a three-electrode cell with working, counter and reference electrode under

potentiostatic/galvanostatic control. The measurement requires an electrochemical
interface coupled with FRA.
Exchange current density generally depends on the concentration of the analyte,
concentration of adsorbed species and temperature. The exchange current density in such
cases is called apparent exchange current density. Only when the electrode surface area is
having a significant role in the potentiometric cell, the term apparent and intrinsic (when
the electrode surface area is different from the geometric area) exchange current densities
are used. It is difficult to resolve the electrode interface in a two electrode configuration,
where the working electrode gets polarised due to the adsorption of a new layer formed as
the current flows through the adsorbed layer at the working electrode.
The measurements using three-electrode configuration carried out on AgI in air and in the
presence of chlorine and iodine have given supporting information for the XPS carried
out on AgI. The plots of impedance obtained at 428 K with an applied perturbation
potential of 150 mV is given in Fig. 5.5-5.7. It is observed that for AgI, the values of
charge transfer resistance are closer for unexposed and iodine exposed pellet whereas, the
interfacial capacitance at higher frequencies (double layer capacitance) increase shows
the adsorption of an intermediate [5]. The surface area of the working and counter
electrode pasted over AgI pellet was ~ 0.5024 cm2.
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Fig. 5.5 Nyquist plot of AgI at 428 K in air

Fig. 5.6 Nyquist plot of AgI exposed to iodine at 428 K in air
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Fig. 5.7 Nyquist plot of AgI after exposure to chlorine at 428 K in air

The equivalent circuit for the above three Nyquist plots were derived from various
approximations [6]. To manifest the diffusion of Ag+ and Cl- at the electrode-electrolyte
interface to react with the analyte gas, the preferred equivalent circuit treatment can be
done based on the Ershler-Randles impedance [6, 7] for a two electrode configuration.
The equivalent circuit for the cell is given in Fig. 5.8 below:

Fig. 5.8 Equivalent circuit based on Ershler-Randles impedance [5]

where R1 is the cell resistance, C1 is the double layer resistance, R2 is the charge transfer
resistance and W1 is the Warburg diffusion due to the diffusing ions. As explained in
chapter 2, assuming low overpotential, from equivalent circuit fitting of the curves, the
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exchange current densities with respect to charge transfer resistance can be calculated
using equation (5.3) [8].
i0 =

RT

(5.3)

nF R 2

where io is the exchange current density, R is the universal gas constant, n is the number
of electrons involved in the charge transfer, F is the Faraday constant and R 2 is the charge
transfer resistance. The equivalent circuit used for the fitting of the three curves is given
in Fig. 5.9.
R1

C1
R2

R3
CPE1

C2

Fig. 5.9 Equivalent
circuit used for
fitting AgI threeValue
electrode systemError
at 428 K
Element
Freedom

Error %
R1
Fixed(X)
0
N/A
N/A
C1
Fixed(X)
0
N/A
N/A
In Fig. 5.9, R1 is the cell resistance, R2 represents the charge transfer resistance and C1 is
R2
Fixed(X)
0
N/A
N/A
CPE1-T
Fixed(X)
0
N/A
N/A
the double layer capacitance.
From
the
value
of
R2,
which
represents
the
charge
transfer
CPE1-P
Fixed(X)
1
N/A
N/A
R3
Fixed(X)
0
N/A
N/A
resistance, the exchangeC2current densities
for
three
conditions
mentioned
above
were
Fixed(X)
0
N/A
N/A

calculated using the above
CPE1 represents a constant phase element. As
Data equation.
File:
Circuit Model File:

E:\Clinsha\AgI\three electrodel.mdl

Maximum Iterations:

100

explained in the experimental
phase/ element
represents
Mode: section (chapter 2), the constant
Run Simulation
Freq. Range
(0.001 - 1000000)
the deviation from the Optimization
ideal capacitance
behaviour. 0The calculated exchange current
Iterations:
Type of Fitting:

Complex

densities are given in Table
The experiments were
repeated three times to obtain
Type of5.1.
Weighting:
Calc-Modulus
concordant values. The values obtained from each set of experiment were averaged for
calculating the exchange current density. The error in the estimation is in the range of
(±)10 %. The components used in the equivalent circuit fitting gave the following values
for the respective components:
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Table 5.1 Values of the circuit components used for equivalent circuit fitting

Sl.No: Components Unexposed AgI AgI exposed to iodine AgI exposed to chlorine
1.

R1, ohm

24.51

31.84

0.2785

2.

C1, F

2.89*10-7

8.909*10-4

1.935*10-3

3.

R2, ohm

380

0.01

20.07

4.

Q1, CPE

2.4*10-7

2.592*10-5

2.222*10-3

5.

nw, order

0.551

0.3915

1

6.

Io, Acm-2

1.93*10-4

0.136

1.83*10-3

CPE: Constant Phase Element
From the above table, it is seen that the exchange current densities calculated for AgI in
air behaves as a normal Warburg element with nw ~0.5. The exchange current density was
found to increase as the AgI is exposed to iodine. An increase in the exchange current
density by an order of three proves that AgI facilitates iodine sensing. Thus, the kinetics
of diffusion in the presence of iodine is faster than the equilibrium attained by AgI in air
with the respective electrode. In the case of AgI exposed to chlorine, the current densities
are lower than that for iodine exposure. This shows that the reaction at the interface is
impeded. The value of order of the CPE (nw) is one in the case of chlorine exposed AgI.
As the order is one which represents a pure capacitor a highly insulating material is
formed at the interface. AgCl is an insulating material with a direct band gap of 5.6 eV
[9]. Even though AgCl is an ionic conductor [10], the formation of this layer at the
interface of the electrolyte-electrode, will slow down the redox reaction at the working
electrode side. This in turn will result in the slow retrace behaviour of the potentiometric
cell.
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5.4

CONCLUSION

A methodology was evolved to understand the trace level of gas adsorption on the surface
of AgI upon exposure of chlorine using XPS and EIS techniques. The significance of the
diffusion control during the presence of the analyte gases were understood from the
Nyquist plots obtained from impedance measurements. The presence of AgCl after the
exposure of chlorine gas was confirmed by the behaviour of the layer formed on AgI,
eventually increasing the capacitance of the working electrode-elctrolyte interface. The
presence of an additional peak in Ag 3d and I 3d XPS pattern confirms the presence of Clin the vicinity of Ag+ and I- ion bringing a change in the chemical environment of both
the ions. Thus, the chemical reaction due to the formation of AgCl on the surface of AgI
is the main reason for the non-retracing characteristics of AgI as an electrolyte in chlorine
sensing.
5.5
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CHAPTER 6
FABRICATION AND TESTING OF MINIATURISED CHLORINE
SENSOR
6.1

INTRODUCTION

Sensors or devices, in the end, must be small and handy. Therefore, the miniaturisation of
the sensor is an important task for delivering, better devices which serves the required
application. As mentioned in the introduction chapter, in the section related to
pyroprocessing facility it was mentioned that large amount of chlorine is used for drying
the chloride electrolyte melt used for the process. This chapter explains the fabrication of
the miniaturised sensor for chlorine and its testing. Performance evaluation of the sensor
towards trace levels of chlorine is described in the chapter.
6.2

EXPERIMENTAL

The pellet of AgI0.95Cl0.05 was packed to alumina substrate using silver paste (reference
electrode). A platinum mesh pressed from the opposite side was acting as the porous
working electrode. A screen printed platinum heater serves as a source of heat to maintain
the sensor material at 428 K. As described in the experimental section, chlorine was
injected using a gas-tight syringe. After attaining the equilibrium, dry air was passed to
bring the emf of the electrochemical cell back to the normal baseline. The sensor
assembly and chamber was made with glass which are inert to chlorine.
6.3

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The cell works on the principle of potentiometric sensor, which is explained in chapter 3.
There will be a change in the emf of the cell in the presence of chlorine gas due to the
decrease in the activity of the Ag at the working electrode. The equation, which governs
the behaviour of the cell, is the Nernst equation at 428 K is given as:
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E = 0.0368 ∗ ln

1

(6.1)

a Ag

where E is the emf of the cell in V, aAg is the activity of Ag which gives rises to emf. A
decrease in the activity is envisaged during the presence of chlorine gas. This leads to the
increase in the emf as seen as the sensor signal. Once the equilibrium has reached, the
chlorine in the chamber is removed by passing dry air into the chamber.
6.4

FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY OF SENSOR

6.4.1

Materials for making of sensor

The sensor parts were made by the following materials:
1. Electrolyte: AgI0.95Cl0.05
2. Leads for connection: gold pads and gold wires, platinum foil

and silver

connectors
3. Heater material: platinum
4. Housing of sensor : glass
5. Sensor and heater leads: Teflon coated copper wire
6. Gas injection port: Teflon vecco with a silicone septum
7. Gas purifying unit: air passed through silica crystals, which acts as desiccant
6.4.2

Sketch of the sensor

A schematic of the sensor housing and the purifier system is shown in Fig. 6.1. Once the
sensor was exposed to chlorine gas of required concentration, after reaching the
equilibrium, the purification system admits dry air into the chamber to remove the
chlorine gas inside the glass chamber.
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(a) Air pump

(d) Sensor housing

(b) Desiccant

(e) Electrochemical cell

(c) Vecco arrangement for injecting gas

(f ) Port for gas outflow

Fig. 6.1 Layout of the sensor testing assembly

The sensor configuration is shown in Fig. 6.2 (a) and (b).

Fig. 6.2 (a) shows the

configuration of the front part of the sensor where the solid electrolyte AgI0.95Cl0.05 is
sealed on one side with silver paste (reference electrode) and on the other side by
platinum mesh which acts as the working electrode. The leads from the joints of the
electrodes where taken using gold wires. To maintain the desired temperature, platinum
heater coated on the other side of the substrate was used (Fig. 6.2).
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(a) gold lead for working
electrode

(e) silver thick film

(b) platinum foil

(f ) alumina substrate

(c) platinum mesh

(g) platinum heater

(d) AgI1-xClx solid
electrolyte

(h) gold leads for reference
electrode

Fig. 6.2 Sketch of sensor configuration of (a) cross sectional view showing the
electrolyte and (b) bottom view showing platinum heater
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The photograph of the sensor showing the sensor chamber and the electrochemical cell is
shown in Fig. 6.3 and 6.4. The platinum heater is a pre-calibrated screen printed heater,
whose temperature is fixed by adjusting the resistance value of the platinum heater by
fixing the potential and the current across the two terminals of the printed metal. For the
calibration, the heater is placed inside the constant temperature zone of a furnace.

(a)

(a) Teflon vecco fittings
to inject the gas
(b) Glass chamber

(b)
(c)

(c) Gas inlet for purging
(d) Electrochemical cell
(e) Gas outlet
(f) Teflon wires
connecting to
instrument

(d)

(e)
(f)
Fig. 6.3 Photograph of the sensor assembly
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

(a) Glass chamber

(e)

Gold leads

(e)
(b) Working
electrode

(f)

Silver tubes

(f) electrolyte
(c) Solid

(g)

Leads
for
electrode

(d) Alumina substrate

(h)

Teflon based sealed with
araldite

reference

Fig. 6.4 Photograph of the electrochemical cell which was configured as sensor

Once the thermal equilibrium is achieved, corresponding resistance of the platinum heater
at the respective temperature of measurement with a heating rate of 5 K/ min is measured
using Agilent data logger. After measuring the range of resistance in the temperatures of
our interest, the calibration plot is made by plotting the resistance to the centreline
temperature of the furnace. The calibrated plot of platinum heater is shown in Fig. 6.5.
The intermediate resistance corresponding to temperature of measurement is calculated
by fitting the calibration plot to a straight line. From the slope and the y-intercept of the
straight line, the resistance for the given temperature of interest is calculated. For the plot
given below, the fitting parameter is given as:
y = A + Bx

(6.2)

where A = 28.68 ± 0.57 and B = 0.06 ± 0.01
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Fig. 6.5 Calibration plot for the screen printed platinum heater [1]

After the calibration, the respective temperature is fixed on the other side of the alumina
substrate, by giving the necessary voltage and current for the desired temperature using a
power supply module.
6.5

SENSING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MINIATURISED SENSOR

The sensor was housed in a glass chamber and the temperature was maintained at 428 K
across the pellet using the screen printed platinum heater and the baseline stability was
logged for long hours with intermittent injection of chlorine gas to test its retrace. It was
observed that the baseline was stable at ~200 mV. The measured emf was observed to
reduce by half in the case of miniaturised sensor set up, where it was made sure that the
electrodes were tightly packed. But, even then the theoretical value was not attained, the
reasons for which are not clear.
Typical baseline of the sensor is shown in Fig. 6.6. Typical response of the sensor
towards 17 vppb of chlorine gas is shown in Fig. 6.7. An injection of ~17 vppb of
chlorine gas shows around 9 mV change in the emf of the cell. Typical response time for
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the concentration was around 7 s and the 90 % baseline has retraced back in ~30 s. The
repeatability for 17 vppb chlorine gas is shown in Fig. 6.8. It was found that the sensor
exhibited consistently the similar response towards same concentration of the gas
injected.

Fig. 6.6 Baseline of the electrochemical cell containing AgI0.95Cl0.05 at 428 K
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Fig. 6.7 Typical transient for 17 vppb of chlorine gas

Fig. 6.8 Repeatability of sensor (AgI0.95Cl0.05) towards 17 vppb of chlorine gas
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The miniaturised glass chamber was around 60 ml only whereas in the bulk studies using
1 L sensor chamber was used. Therefore, the time for equilibration of the injected gas the
electrode|electrolyte will be more in the case of chamber with larger dead volume. This
will reflect in the response and the 90 % retrace time of the electrochemical cell. As the
reduction in the dead volume is achieved in the miniaturised cell, reduction in the
response and retrace time was observed. The chlorine gas injected was equilibrated in a
small dead volume than in a larger one.
This configuration was tested for wide dynamic range sensing of chlorine from vppb to
vppm levels of sensing. The calibration of AgI0.95Cl0.05 is shown in Fig. 6.9. The values of
the miniaturised sensor tested were around ~9 to 410 mV response towards ~17 to 15000
vppb of chlorine gas in static mode of injection. The response compared to the bulk in the
range of 20-100 vppb of chlorine gas was similar. Advantage in miniaturising the sensor
was found to be in the speed of sensing, as the response and the retrace times were found
to reduce with decrease in the chamber volume.

Fig. 6.9 Calibration plot of AgI0.95Cl0.05 towards ~17 to 15000 vppb chlorine at 428 K in air
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Typical response and 90 % retrace time were around 7 and 30s for all the concentrations
of chlorine injected. In the concentration range a linear increase in emf output was
observed as a function of chlorine (lncCl2) injected. Typically for 10 vppm, the change in
emf output was ~398 mV and for 15 vppm the change was ~409 mV. As discussed in
chapter 5.1, thermodynamically AgCl is more stable than AgI. Also, the phase diagram
and physicochemical characterisation of AgCl and AgI discussed in chapter 3, was found
to be around 0.05 mol%. The continuous reaction of chlorine with AgI1-xClx will lead to
the formation of AgCl. Thus, theoretically the sample under study, AgI1-xClx, will
eventually form AgCl reducing the speed of the redox reaction at the working electrode.
But, it was observed that the cell was functioning in the span of few months even when
repeated injections of trace levels of chlorine was made. This shows that even though the
electrochemical cell is potentiometric type, the sensor behaviour is empirical towards
chlorine sensing.
6.6

CONCLUSION

AgI0.95Cl0.05 composition was tested for the sensing properties in a miniaturised sensor
assembly whose chamber volume was around 60 ml. The fabricated miniaturised sensor
set-up was able to reduce the response and 90 % retrace times for sensing. The material
was tested from ~17 to 15000 vppb of chlorine gas and was found to give nearly linear
response until 15000 vppb of the gas. Thus, AgI0.95Cl0.05 and the miniaturised cell
configuration show promise to deploy them for field testing.
6.7
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Potentiometric sensors find important use in industry due to its wide dynamic range and
high selectivity. Potentiometric sensors require materials with ions as predominant
conducting species. AgI based materials have proved to exhibit good ionic conductivity
for Ag+ ions above 420 K. Hence, materials with AgI as matrix are suitable to be used as
solid electrolyte in potentiometric sensors. The compound formation equilibrium, viz.
AgI and AgCl, in the presence of I2 and Cl2 respectively is represented by the equation:
Ag + 0.5X2 → AgX where X2 = I2 or Cl2

(7.1)

The substitution of Cl- was carried out to reduce the β to α transition temperature of AgI,
in order to bring down the temperature of the sensor by appropriately adding AgCl.
Physicochemical characterisation using AAS and XPS established the solubility of AgCl
in AgI to be < 5 mol %. A methodology was evolved for analysing the precipitated AgCl
in AgI beyond the solubility limit of AgCl in AgI1-xClx. Thus, from different
physicochemical studies (XRD, AAS and XPS) the solubility limit of AgCl in AgI was
established as <5 mol %. The onset of β to α transition temperature and melting of AgI,
measured using DSC facility, decreased with the addition of AgCl. All these basic studies
have given significant support for corroborating the results from ionic transport
measurements, which show the decrease in the ionic transference number beyond the
solubility limit of AgCl in AgI. This in turn helped in finalising the sensor
characterisation temperature and the composition suitable for testing. Results from bulk
conductivity measurements were also in agreement with the thermal analysis wherein the
β to α transition temperature was found to first decrease and remains constant after the
solubility limit of AgCl in AgI, in the conductivity measurement.
The sensing characteristics of AgI1-xClx (x = 0-0.05) towards iodine and chlorine showed
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a better performance of AgI towards iodine and AgI0.95Cl0.05 towards chlorine in trace
levels. Fairly good agreement between the experimental values and theoretical predicts
was observed for AgI1-xClx (x=0, 0.025 and 0.05) at 428 K in air towards 6-60 vppm of
iodine.
The usefulness of the three electrode configuration for understanding the methodology for
trace levels of adsorption of chlorine on AgI. The patterns from XPS proved to be a better
support for confirming the results of impedance measurements. All the investigations on
chlorine sensing mechanism of AgI using dielectric spectroscopy and XPS for the poor
retrace behaviour confirms the formation of AgCl on the surface of AgI.
The testing of the miniaturised chlorine sensor fabricated in-house demonstrated the
usefulness of AgI0.95Cl0.05 to sense 17-15000 vppb of chlorine at 428 K. Advantage in
miniaturisation of the sensor was in the response and retrace times, which were found to
reduce with decrease in the volume of sensor housing.
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CHAPTER 8
FUTURE PLAN
From the investigations carried out on AgI1-xClx, the following studies will be useful in
widening the scope of understanding and investigating new materials and methodologies
in the area of halogen sensing:
1. Understanding three electrode set-up for sensing application: Three electrode
configuration was found to be useful in understanding the mechanism of sensing
of AgI in the presence of chlorine gas. Extending the three electrode configuration
to sensing studies for various gases to observe whether there is a change in the
response of the sensor or improvement in the sensitivity based on the
measurements can be made. Detailed investigations using the method to elucidate
the reasons for the better response of AgI0.95Cl0.05 towards iodine and chlorine.
2. Utilisation of the miniaturised set up: PVC industries use percentage levels of
chlorine in their manufacturing processes. Materials doped with low chlorine
content in AgI (AgI0.975Cl0.025 and AgI0.95Cl0.05) can be explored using the
miniaturised set up to widen the dynamic range for chlorine sensing.
3. Unravelling new materials for halogen sensing: identification of alternate
materials, which can be used at room temperature to sense iodine and chlorine,
their characterisation and sensing studies.
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